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EXAMINE STALKS—County extension agent Ted Howard, center,
examines a corn stalk infested with the European corn borer in a field
belonging to junior Compton, right. Also pictured is Charles Tucker. Both
Compton and Tucker are farmers in the Kirksey area. Calloway County
corn fields are showing considerable corn borer damage this year, ac-
cording to Howard. Staff Photos By Lowell Atchley
Guerrillas Massacre 13
First Onslaught Damages Crops
Farmers Can Expect More Trouble
From Corn Borer, Officials Report
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
With corn showing damage from the
first onslaught of the European corn
borer, county farmers can expect still
more trouble form the pest, according
to agricultural officials.
The first brood of European corn
borers have hatched throughout the
state and first brood larvae of the
Southwestern corn borer have been
found near Hopkinsbille, according to a
pest alert from the UK College of
Agriculture.
Calloway County extension agent Ted
Howard said earlier this week the borer
has struck considerable acreage here.
The damage the small worm, which
measures from one-fourth to one half-
inches long, is indirect, Howard said. It
bores into the corn stalk when the plant
is young and eventually works its way
down to near the roots. But, the boring
Missionaries And Families
Hacked To Death In Rhodesia
SALISBURY-, RhOdesia (API —
Thirteen whites — missionaries and
their families — were hacked to death
by black nationalist guerrillas at a a
mission near Rhodesia's border with
Mozambique, a military spokesman
said today. He said the dead included a
month-old baby and several young
girls.
Rhodesian military sources said
there was one white survivor, and the
Rev, John Smith of the Elirn Church in
Cheltenham. England, said all the vic-
Urns were British. No identities were
immediately available.
The Rhodesian military spokesman
said there were no casualties among
the blacks at the mission, but that it ap-
peared that all 250 black children at-
tending the mission school were
rounded up by. the guerrillas and
marched across the Mozambique
border.
It was the most serious attack yet on
missions, which have become a prime
target for raids by black nationalists
stepping up their six-year-old war to
topple the Rhodesian government. It
came as Mozambique reported in-
vading Rhodesian troops killed 19
parsons in southwest Mozambique.
A Rhodesian military spokesman
said the guerrillas raided the mission at
about 9 p.m. Friday and rounded up
black children at the school there.
"The terrorists then slaughtered
Aide Says Pledge May Extend To Tax Cut
white missionaries and their families,"
a military spokesman said.
The mission attacked is in the Vumba
Mountains about 10 miles east of the
border garrison town of Umtali and
four miles from the border with Mo-
zambique where black nationalist
guerrillas of Robert Mugabe's Zim-
babwe African National Union operate.
The mission, some 120 miles
southeast of Salisbury, once was a
white prep school called Eagle School
which closed last year because of
falling enrollments and the security
situation.
A total of 34 white missionaries or
their families have now been killed in
Rhodesia.
weakens the stalk, leading to downed
corn near harvest time.
Howard said farmers in Calloway
County are killing the pest with
Furadan and Diazinon, both in-
secticides which have shown results.
"The Southwestern corn borer is due
in about three or four weeks, about the
second week in July," Howard said. "It
has similar characteristics to the
European corn borer. They both bore
into the stalk." Howard said.
The first generation of the European
corn borer reached a peak about June
20. The second can be expected from
early July to August 1, and the third
CORN BORER—An European corn
borer is shown in a man's hand.
Isuallv the larvae is one-fourth to
one-half inches long. The damage it
causes is indirect. The borer ears it
was down the stalk to the base,
weakening it, leading to downed
torn at harsest time.
generation from late July to the end of
the growing season, according to UK
entomologists.
The extension agent said a moth-type
insect first lays eggs underneath the
corn blade. When the eggs hatch, the
larvae, or the borer, travels up the
stalk's whorl where it stays for a time
in a damp portion of the plant before
eating its way down through the stalk to
the roots.
"There won't be just one to the
stalk," Howard pointed out. "There
may be as many as seven or eight in a
stalk. Either all or none may damage
the corn."
Howard said he expects the next
generation of the European to cause the
most damage because stalks then will
be closer to maturity, and laden with
corn.
Howard said the infestation this year
is the first "real severe case" he's seen
in several years. "Corn normally
planted by the first of May shows no
real problem," he said. But he in-
dicated that is not the case this year.
He said that farmers here who are
double cropping or planting late corn
will probably apply insecticide when
they plant. Otherwise farmers are
controlling the current infestation using
high-boy sprayers or agricultural spray
planes.
Howard, 'along with other farmers in
the Kirksey area, visited some corn
fields in that part of the county
recently. He indicated he's received a
number of reports of corn borer in-
festation from Kirksey.
One field belonging to Junior Comp-
ton showed over 50 percent infestation'
and also considerable kill from the
insecticides used.
Compton said a farmer can ofteti
stand at the edge of a corn field and
never spot the infestation until he walks
out into it.
Corn leaves in his field showed the
familiar "shothole" pattern.
UK extension entomologists
recommend that farmers check corn
borer larvae when corn reaches 35
inches extended plant height. Controls
SHOTHOLING—This corn leaf
shows the signs of where a corn
borer has eaten. The familiar
"shotholing" indicates borer in-
festation, which is considerable this
year, according to county extension
agent Ted Howard.
should be considered if 50 percent of the
plants show fresh "shothole" feeding
damage and if live larvae are present
CarterSays He'll Use Veto To Hold Line On Spending
By FRANK CORNIER
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — President Carter,
readying for a strong attack on in-
flation, says "there comes a time when
we must look beyond each narrow in-
terest to the overriding interest of ow
nation."
Promising to use "every resource at
my command including the veto" to
hold the line on federal spending,
Carter told his audience of Texas
Democrats on Friday night: "I ask for
your support even when you have to
make a sacrifice."
A White House official, who asked not
to be identified, said Carter's veto
pledge would extend even to an elec-
tion-year tax cut if it contains a
rollback of capital gains taxes and
"regressive language" now being
considered by the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Even before Carter spoke in Houston,
the chief of the president's anti-
inflation drive, Robert S. Strauss, told
reporters: "I think the American
people are going to be shocked at how
stern and firm and committed he is on
fiscal and budgetary restraint. ... He'll
be more tenacious than anyone
thought."
Exam For Electricians
Not Legal, Court Says
By SY RAMSEY__
Associated Press Iellae
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The city
of Owensboro has no authority to pass
an ordinance requiring an examination
of all electricians regardless of work
experience, the state Court of Appeals
has ruled.
It affirmed Friday a Daviess Circuit
Court decision which directed the city
to issue a master electrician's license to
Wayne Hughes of Owensboro.
Among the city's arguments in the
case was that it is illogical to claim that
experience — Hughes has been an elec-
trician for 13 years — can serve as a
substitute for an examination in
determining ability.
"We cannot see how these con-
tentions by the city have any merit,"
the three-judge panel said. "...A
resident electrician who has a
reputation for 'burning' his customers
will have a difficult time procuring
Jobs, no matter how many licenses he
The court said it is reasonable to
allow electricians and electrical con-
Atractors with five years of experience to
obiain a license without testing:
In another case, the appellate court
affirmed a Laurel Circuit Court
decision barring Boyd L. Bogos, a
developer, from keeping residents of
the Dixie 14.1. •oibdivision trim using
a 9.74 • ae. • lesigoated as
a par', . jPly ti.. txiivision
"Property owners were induce(' to
buy lots in the subdivision by the
desirability of a park area," the ap-
pellate court said. "Furthermore,
every deed conveying lots in this
subdivision referred to the recorded
plot...as a park."
However, the court also upheld the
trial court's ruling that the 48 lan-
downers who sued cannot remove
Boggs' house in the park or sue for
damages.
It noted that more than four years
elapsed between construction and
complaint and "appellants cannot now
be heard to complain or demand
removal of Boggs' dwelling when they
failed to make timely notice of their
grievance."
The Court of Appeals also affirmed a
decision against Ross R. Paul Sr. of
Louisville, who unsuccessfully sought
damages in Jefferson Circuit Court
after he injured his leg in a fall from a
stepladder manufactured by Keller
Industries.
One of the disputes involved the trial
court's refusal to admit into testimony
an article in Consumer's Reports which
rated the ladder as unacceptable.
The appellate judges said the article
criticized the ladder because the front
rail bent when tested for strength, but
added:
"The front rail had nothing to do with
the accident. The success of the suit
depended on a showing of defective
support in the hack rail."
The president told the Teas
Democrats, who paid $500 each to hhr
him, that his administration will beat
inflation "without sacrificing our
steady growth and expansion ... without
throwing people out of work."
Conceding that the task won't be
easy, he said he and Congress "will
have to resist very heavy pressure from
strong interest groups — highway and
defense contractors, home builders and
dam builders, even from farmers,
educators, veterans, and local and state
officials."
Saying "It is never pleasant or
popular to say 'no' to a useful
program," Carter added, "there comes
a time when the nation must draw the
line."
' He went on.:
That time has come. I am ready to
draw that line, I ask for your support
even when you have to make a
sacrifice."
In this state where oil and gas
producers and cattle growers are
critical of many administration
policies, the president concluded by
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Cloudy and warm with a good
chance of thundershowers today
Highs In the mid to upper 80s
Cloudy and warm with a chance
of thundershowers tonight and
Sunday. Lows tonight in the low
70s Highs Sunday in the low 90s
program, saying that his audience's in-
dulgence in hearing the discourse
would be considered "the moral
equivalent of hospitality."
.Looking ahead to the international
economic summit he will attend in West
Germany next month, Carter said, "We
are embarrassed in the eyes of our
friends and weakened in the eyes of our
enemies without a program to en-
courage greater use of our more
available fuels" other than oil.
The president said the United States
has to rely on the petroleum reserves of
the OPEC nations and cannot avoid
"the inescapable linkage of inter-
national politics with the oil trade."
"We lose credibility with our allies,"
he said, when our national energy
policies do not reflect this reality."
Carter, making his first visit to Texaa
as president, was winding up his two-
day visit today by dedicating a 1934
federal building in Beaumont in the
name of Rep. Jack Brooks, DTexas,
and attending a $2 million firepower
demonstration at Fort Hood.
At his first Texas stop in Fort Worth,
Carter held a question and answer
session at a civic luncheon where he
was asked first about apparent "dif-
fering views" of U.S.-Soviet relations
held by Secretary of-State Cyrus Vance
and Zbigniew Brzezinksi, Carter's
assistant for national security affairs.
Insisting there is "overwhelming
cooperation and compatibility" among
Vance, Brzezinski and Defense
Secretary Harold Brown, Carter said:
our country quite often special
interest groups who don't like what I
decide — and I'm president, and I make
the final decision — always look for a
scapegoat or someone they can attack
without attacking me personally. I
don't think it's fair; it's certainly not
right for the Soviet Union and Cuba to
jump on Dr. Brzezinski when I'm the
one who shapes the policy after getting
advice from him and others."
Declaring that he wants to get along
with the Soviet Union and forecasting a
new strategic arms limitation treaty
"without further delay," Carter said:
''We are determined to stay strong,
we are not going to let the Soviet Union
push us around. We are not going to be
second."
Court Decision May Have Averted Price
Hikes On Imports Amounting To Billions
NEW YORK f AP 1'1— The Supreme
Court's decision on a trade complaint
against Japanese imports may have
averted price increases in the United




Calloway County Board of Education
has called a special meeting for
Monday, morning at 5:30 o'clock, ac-
cording to superintendent Jack Rose
The early morning session will be at
Holiday Inn Restaurant in Murray.
On the agenda for the session is
personnel recommendations, review of
bus bids, transfer of funds, discussion
about the computer payroll, con-
sideration of health service contract
,and CETA program contracts, and
authorization of participate in state and
federal programs.
Rose is also expected to report on
transportation, thg high school policy
handbook, a- rilefhod of evaluating
gifted and talented, new programs and
funds, and progress of the middle
school.
According to the Commerce
Department's estimates, some 350
billion worth of imports — or about half
of the current annual volume — comes
from countries which exempt their
exports from indirect sales or value-
added taxes.
Zenith Radio Corp., in a suit it lost
this past week, argued that Japanese
exporters of radios, televisions and
other electronic goods were receiving
an unfair subsidy from the Japanese
government because the exports were
exempt from a Japanese commodity
tax
But the court rejected the U.S
manufacturer's plea that duties equal
to the tax break should be imposed by
the U.S. Treasury.
The amount at stake in the Zenith
case was minor compared to the
billions in additional duties which
might have been imposed if a precedent
meant a new policy on all goods from
Canada, German, France and other
countries with a similar. tax. breaks-___
Treasury officials argued suc-
cessfully that such exemptions from
• taxes in Japan didn't result in an unfair
advantage because the products were
still subject to the same state sales tax
that U.S. products are. If Japan didn't
rebate the commodity tax to exporters,
the Treasury argued, the goods would
be subject to double taxation.
The court's unanimous decision in the
Zenith case was considered significant
both for the electronics industry and for
steel companies who have similar
complaints in litigation.
But it does not spell the end tzi a long-
standing debate over government
subsidies to export products and how
they effect trade.
The question is a major focus of talks
in Geneva aimed at rewriting sections
of an international trade law, The
General' Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT).
Under GATT rules, the definition of
what is a subsidy, subject to cotm-
terveiling duties by the importing
country, is "a grey area" said Peter
Kenen, a professor of international fi-
nance at Princeton University.
The result has been a scramble of
interpretations .and some bitter
negotiations on what and how rules
should apply.
The process is complicated by the
'—fact that in many rountriet the ties
between government and industry are
far closer than in this country.
The United States' trade statute
governing the Zenith case, for Instance,
allows the U.S. Treasury to levy an
equal counteryeiling duty when any
foreign government pays a "bounty or
grant" to an exporting manufacturer.
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Saturday. June 24
New member steak dinner
will be held at the Murray
Country Club at seven p.m.
Arts and Crafts Festival will
be held at Environmental
Education Center, Land
Between the Lakes. from nine
a.m. to dusk.
Retirement dinner for Joe
Cowin and George T Lilly will
be held at the Colonial House
Smorgasboard at six o.m.
Murray Moose Lodge No.
2011 will have a banquet in
honor of incoming and
outgoing officers at six p.m. A
dance will follow the dinner.
All members and guests
welcome.
"The Hobbit" will be
presented by Murray-
Calloway Count.). Community
Theatre, at the City-County
Park at 730.
Horse show, sponsored by
Western Kentucky Appaloosa
Horse Club, will start at nine




Car Wash, sponsored by
Varsity Cheerleaders of
Calloway County High School,
will be held at the Bo Ho
Station at Five Points starting
at nine a.m. For car pickup
persons may call 753-3571.
Sunday, June 25











Circus, sponsored by local
chapter of Murray Fraternal
Order of Police, will be shown
at three p.m. and five p.m. on
the lot just south of Holiday
Inn on U.S Highway 641
South.
Men's and Women's Day
will be held at the Chestnut
Grove Methodist Chirch,
Hazel.
Compton family reunion will
be held at Kenlake State
picnic areawith a picnic lunch
to be served at noon. Call 753-
5346 for information.
Homecoming will be held at
New Concord United Pen-
tecostal Church.
Art workshop and tennis
camp will open at Murray
State University with the art
program to be through July 1
and the tennis camp through
July 7.
Arts and Crafts Festival will
continue at the Environmental
Education Center in Land
Between the Lakes from nine
a.m to dusk.
Monday, June 26
Horsemanship will open at
Murray State University and.
continue until June 30.
Football camp will open at
Murray State University and
run through June 30. Call 762-
4159 for information.
Basketball camp for girls
will open at Murray State
University and run through
July 1. Call 762-4159 for in-
formation.
Lakeside Singers will give a
free performance. _ at the
University Theatre' of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, at
8:30p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Street, at
7:30 p.m.
Swim guest day for
preschool through third grade
will be held at the Oaks
Country Club.
John Dale will speak on
"The Art of Bridge Building"
at 12:30 p.m. at the Douglas
Nutrition Center with bingo at
11:30 a.m. and lunch at noon.
Tuesday, June 27
Tau Phi lambda will Meet
at the WOW Hall at seven p.m.
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Lake Area Singles will meet
for a potluck dinner at the
Bank of Marshall County,
Benton, at seven p.m. This is
open to any person single by
reason of widowhood, divorce,
or never having been married.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly.) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Silk flower making class
will meet at ten a.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
Activities at Douglas
Nutrition Center will be bingo
at 11:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
and games at 12:30 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a picnic at the Dexter
Center at 9:30 a.m. For in-
formation call May Denny,
474-2712.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior.
Citizens with singing at 10:30
a.m., monthly cleanup at 10:45
a.m., lunch at noon, band
practice at one p.m., and
program by Memorial Baptist
Church Puppets at 1:30 p.m.
Walk interpreting night
sounds and sights near
Honker Lake will start at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes. Each is to
bring a flashlight.
Exhibit of drawings and
paintings by Sue Ann Sears,
Goshen, Otae, will open at the
__Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and
continue through July 9.
Wednesday, June 28
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center with Jean Cloar,
county agent in home
economics, to give a
demonstration on canning and
freezing at twelve noon.
Murray
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Add tiers, ruffles or flounces
to last year's skirt to make it
the new legnth and style for
this summer.
If you're quick, it will take
you a matter of minutes. If
you're all thumbs, it still
shouldn't cost you more than
an hour.
"You may have the add-on
fabric you need in your
sewing-scraps basket, or from
another skirt that's too short.
Or you can pick it up at the
yard goods store for a fraction
of what a new skirt would
cost," says Jo Ann Hilliker, a




You can buy pre-gathered
eyelet trim in various widths
and stitch it to the bottom edge
of your skirt. Or gather a
contrasting but coordinating
solid or patterned fabric into
the tier, ruffle or flounce that
looks right.
"Study the new skirts in a
current fachion magazine for
inspiration," Hilliker
suggests. "They're showing
all sorts of designs and colors
together."
Add Blouse, Vest
Team your updated skirt
with big-look or drawstring
blouse and a boxy, large-arm-
holed vest.
These new vests are a snap
to make because they don't
need to button and have no
difficult detailing. For a
coordinated touch, trim the
vest with a piece of fabric to
match your skirt's add-on tier.
For more ideas on how to
update last year's wardrobe,
stop by the office of you local
count ExtensiOn agent for






Miss Tonya Leigh Carroll
and Phillip White Morris •
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Tonya Leigh, to Phillip White Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Morris, also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
A. Cole and Mrs. Minnie Carroll and the late Walter H. Carroll.
Ste is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and received her
Associate of Arts degree in business administration from
Murray State University. She is presently employed by the
Bank of Murray.
Mr. Morris is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Macon White and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thomas Morris. He is a 1974
graduate of Murray High School and is currently employed by
the General Tire and Rubber Company in Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 5, at
seven p. m. at the First Christian Church, Murray. A reception
will follow at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
I
WELCOME WAGON BIRTHDAY—Murray Mayor Melvin Henley accepts a cake and
basket of gifts from the two assistant hostesses of Welcome Wagon International,
national greeting services, on the occasion of the 50th birthday of the special service
organization, Kathryn Outland, unable to attend, is the Murray official hostess.
Assistant hostesses for the Murray area are Ingeborg King, left, and Mary Hamilton,
right. In the background are Linda Knight, president, and June Carlson, vice-president,
respectively, of the Welcome Wagon Club in Murray. The hostesses said they ap-
preciated the opportunity of serving the local businesses in welcoming the new






Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
Some used to believe that mistletoe rods point to gold.
"A good book is the best of friends, the same today and forever." M. Farquhar Tupper
Murray-Woman's Clinic
Conrad H. Jones, M.D. P.S.C.
Gene Cook, M.D. P.S.C.
Announces the 4ssociation of
Thomas L. Green, M. D.
in the practice of obstetrics and gynecology
at
305 S. 8th Street
---- Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office flout* By Appointment
753-9300 Effective July 1
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basically, a serious thinker.
Your quest for knowledge is
never-ending, and you could
succeed in either the scientific
or educational field. If you
choose science as a career,
however, you would probably do
best in medicine, for here you
could couple your talents with
your compassionate attitude
toward your fellowman. You
have a great love of heritage
and tradition; would make an
outstanding historian or dealer
in antiques. Journalism and
playwrighting would also prove
excellent outlets for your
talents. Two traits which you
should try to overcome are lack
of confidence in yourself and
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
Gen. Henry ("Hap") Arnold,
U.S. Air Force; George Abbott,
playwright, director.
WOMEN'S COLLEGES
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
survey conducted by the Wom-
en's College Coalition shows
that applications for admission
to women's colleges are up for
the third time in four years, re-
ports the coalition, a national
organization of 6.5 women's col-
leges.
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DEAR ABBY: I read that there is a growing problem of
male impotence in America, and no one seems to have the
answer. I'm a male, and a fellow I work with may have put
his finger on the reason. He says he is turned off by women
in slacks, boots and mannish haircuts.
I agree with him. Nothing turns me on like a woman
with long, soft, fragrant hair and a frilly, feminine dress.
Clothes make the woman, too. If more men are becoming
impotent, it just might be that the mannish look of some
women is the cause.
DEAR LOVES: If male impotence seems to be on the
rise, it could be because (a) it has never before been as
thoroughly recorded, or (b) male sexuality suffers from the
revved up pace and intensified pressures of modern life.
Plenty of men are panting over women in long pants and
short haircuts.
DEAR ABBY: I am 24, single and have been dating the
same man for two years. Neither of us has dated anyone
else since we met.
About a year ago, friends and relatives (especially
aunts) began asking us (separately, of course), "When are
you two going to get married?" .
I must admit that when the questions first started I felt
as if I had to come up with some kind of answer in order to
satisfy people's curiosity. I think we'll eventually marry,
itbut I w nt to live on my own awhile and not go directly
from m parents' home to living with another person. My
boyfrien feels the same way, and we're both happy with
things as they are, but we can't seem to get this across to
some people.
Some friends of mine recently broke up because of
repeated questioning from her parents. He wasn't ready
for marriage, and she started to pressure him to set a date.
I wish well-meaning friends would leave the decision and
timing up to the people involved. Thanks for letting me air
my gripe. Is there anything I can say to stop these
questions and still be polite?
DEAR NOT: You can't atop insensitive and nosy people
from asking questions that- are none of their business
unless you put it just that way. An appropriate reply
would be, "When we decide, itell let you know."
DEAR ABBY: Through a very reliable source, we found
out that our son has been peeping into various neighbors'
windows. He is an average teen-age boy, brought up in a
respectable home. We have no idea why he does this.
Because of the humiliation that would be brought upon
the family, we do not wish to consult a doctor. Can you help
VERY SMALL TOWN
DEAR VIRRYLY-ta. I can "help" you by asstwingjou
that you would suffer no "humiliation" whatsoever by
consulting a doctor.
If you son had a "kink" in his back, you'd seek medical
advice in order to correct it, wouldn't you? So why, when
he has an obvious "kink" in his thinking, do you choose to
ignore it?
Window peeping is usually a symptom of a deeper
emotional problem and should be neither hushed up nor
knoted. You owe it to your son land to society) to get him
M' a doctor.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, -
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beyerly Hills, Calif. 90212.
You simply come to us for a real estate
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estop values are
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your pocket.
Call us. We've got your loan.
Your Individual (..k 
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, JUNE 25, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
After some early morning
confusion, day should turn out
to be surprisingly productive.
You stand to gain especially
through personal relationships.
TAURUS
*1 Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mild influences indicate a so-
so day unless you do something
about it. But, in your search for
more stimulating activities,
don't go off on wild tangents.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) n
Your perception especially
sharp now. In all matters,
depend on your own judgment,
not that of others.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 1810
Some planetary restrictions.
Don't depend on promises arid
don't make binding agreements
yourself. Stress your innate
conservatism in all things.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4121Ttg
Auspicious influences! An
unexpected happening in the
forenoon could lead to an un-
planned — and profitable —
trip.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
An excellent day in which to
formulate long-range plans.
Something which has seemed
out of reach is closer- than you
may imagine.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Correspondence, meetings,
creative pursuits, good
fellowship and cultural in-
terests head a long list of
favored activities. A really good
day'
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nit41.
Your planets now stimulate
keen and quick thinking;
generate inspiring ideas which
could be of great benefit to
organizations or to your com-
munity.
SAGIITARRJS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) !s%
Be careful nq. to accept
.suggestions which seem in-
triguing at first glance ..but
which, at a second, could prove
to have very shaky foundations.
Evaluate all carefully
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 
)YJTIf you've been wanting for
some time to do something
special, you now have the
chance to do so with more
assurance. Don't be too
aggressive, however, or you
could upset the proverbial
applecart.
AQUARIUS 5
. 21 to Feb. 19)
G at activity — along With a
1e* 'nags Prepared to eipect
the unexpected, however, your
innate ingenuity and foresight
will see you through.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •;A
A sparkling outlook for those
of you who march with the
progressive-minded and aim for
top goals only. Maritime and
other outdoor interests highly
favored.









$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$6,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone: 753-5513
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
Household' Shower Held In Honor Of Miss Leah Vance
Miss Leah Vance, July 1st
bride-elect of Garry Evans,
was complimented with a
household shower on Tuesday,
June 13 at Murray Federal
Savings and Loan community
room.
The honoree chose to wear a
green and yellow summer
cotton dress, fashioned with a
cowl neck and a gathered
skirt. She was presented with
a corsage of white daisies
accented with a jeweled
butterfly.
Mrs. James Vance, mother
of the bride-elect, and Mrs.
Buster Evans, mother of the
groom-elect, were also
presented corsages of white
daisies.
Gut signed the bride's
By CECTLY 1511trWtt3TOPIE---1300
Associated Press Food Editor
DINNER FARE




A young artist friend of ours
learned this way of sweetening
the meat from his grand-
mother.







dried red pepper flakes
Into a 51-2-quart electric slow
cooker turn all the ingredients.
Cover and cook on high, turn-
ing midway, until a fork in-
serted in the center of the meat
twists easily — 4 to 5 hours.
*Brushed And Regular
*415" Wide-fashion folds
*Biggs And Earth Tones
*65-35 Poly-Cotton Blends
.45- Wide- fashion Fold
*Small Neat Prints in Calicos, fiords,
tiorehies
k ati a table overlaid with a
white linen cloth and accented
by a basket of yellow and
white daisies with baby's
breath. Mrs. Jan Vance,
sister-in-law of the bride-elect,
kept the guest register.
After games were played
and prizes given to Miss Cindy
FIREWORKS
Trailer Lead sale
2 Niles East of
Paris Lambs', TN.





Vance and Miss Tanya
Cooper, the bride-elect opened
her many lovely presents. The
hostesses presented her with a
vacuum cleaner.
The serving table, covered
with a yellow cloth and
overlaid by a white linen cloth
with hand cut designs, was
beautifully decorated with a
silver bowl filled with yellow




Equal Opportunity Employer 
75,1-6 Sun. limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
holders holding lighted white
tapers. flanked the floral
arrangement. Serving pieces
were of crystal and silver.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mesdames Coffield
Vance, Jim Derington, Dave
Maupin, Billy Paschall, Jan
Vance, Bill Hurt, M.D.
McGinnis, Larry Flood, and
Ricky Burkeen.
One hundred guests wert
present or sent gifts,
including our garden-fresh salad bar
With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack'
PAGI 4 THE MURRAY, Ily , LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, Jens 24, 19711
CIRCUS PERFORMANCE—Indian fakir Swami "Amazo" Benbotta is pictured performing one of his 
feats during Big
John Strong's Circus. The Big John Strong International Circus will appear in Murray on 
Sunday, June 25, with two
gala performances at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. Proceeds for the circus, which will be near Holiday 
inn on South 12th Street,




Church, Main and 16th
Streets. Murray will hear the
- pastor. the Rev. Buzz Rabatin.
speak at the ten a.m. worship
services on Sunday. June 25.
The sermon Sunday is a
special one about the com-
mitment we have within our
fanillies and is a renewal
service to help show us how to
love each other as persons,
love each other as Christians,




Rev. Rabatin said each one
will be invited to participate in
a pledge of renewal. Kathy
Mowery will direct the choir in
singing the anthem, "The Gift
of Love" with Steve Clark as
organist.
The worship committee
meeting will be held Wed-
nesday. June 213. at 7.30 at the
church.
University Church
Of Christ To Hear
Bro. Hoover Speak
The University Church of
chritt will hear Bro. Kenneth
.Hoover, minister, speak at the
'10:30 a.m. and six p.m.
'• hip services on Sunday,
June 25. Ernie Bailey will
direct the song service and
Wayne Williams will make the
announcements
"The Blood of Christ" II will
be morning sermon topic with
scripture from Hebrews
2:1-18. The evening topic will
be "Shall We Recognize Each
C11;her In Heaven?" with
sesiipture from I Corinthians
:Others assisting in the
Services will be George
Gallagher, Torn Ballard, Hoyt
Lalie, J. T. Page, David Fitts,
J. H. Nix, Vernon Gantt,
Prentice Dunn, George
Hedge, George Wilson, Rob
• Gearl Suiter, David
Thompson, and J. P. Parker.
Nursery supervisors will be
Nancy F'itts, Hazel Berkley,
Martha Ails, Teresa Ford, and
Sharon Steele.
Bible Study will be held
Sunday at 9- 30 a.m.
Bro Mark Pugh To
Speak, Seventh &
Poplar Church
Bro. Mark Pugh will speak
at the worship services on
Sunday, June 25, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. His sermon at 830 and
10:441 a.m. will be "Controlling
Love" with scripture from II
Corinthians 5:14-15; and his
sermon at six p.m. will be
'How To Hurt A Brother"
with scripture from Romans
14;15-17.
• 'Assisting in the services will
e Johnny Bohannon,Owen
Oosely, Roger Garner, Ken
Hopkins, Keith Higgins, Ted
Howard, Jerry Bolls, Noah
Wheatley, Ed A. Thomas,
Stafford Curd, Jim Mowery.
pike Lyons and Amos ,Hill.
lx
' Presiding for The lord's
. ilppOr will • be' 'firtire- Mr-
. Manus, Joe Thornton, James
,Lamb. and Ron McNutt. Ken
'Farley. Lonnie Furr, Jerry
:Fulton, and Floyd Garland
:will serve on the extension
tdepartment. Gina JOnP9 will
gbe the teen nur-r.ry helper.






 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, JUNE 28. 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out wt
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 nr°
Some urdoreseen situations in
business matters. Beware of
overemoticinalisn.
Consult with others as to the
best way of getting back in the
groove.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
You should have fairly clear
sailing - especially in carefully
organized activities. Direct
your skills and talents toward
worthwhile accomplishment.
GEMINI ▪ -OSP
SasloWMay 22 to June 21) -
Fine Mercury influences!
Enterprise, resourcefulness
and initiative should spark the
day and give you a brand-new
outlook on future activities.
CANCER
'June M to July 23) 010(2)
Without much planetary
assistance, you can still net top
returns now but, before acting,




July 24 to Aug. 73) (124Z
There will be tendencies to
rush into visionary schemes,
impulsiveness generally
Avoid! Put your guard up early
and KEEP it up!
VIRGO





workers in general especially
favored.
LLII/L4
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23





The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor. the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker speak on
"Seek The Lord and Live" at
the 10:45 am worship ser-
vices on Sunday, June 25.
Randy Sorrow, minister of
youth, and Mancil Vinson,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning services.
Special music will be by the
church choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Biwker as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist. Martha Kirk will sing
a solo.
At the seven p.m. service a
special Vacation Bible School
night program will be held
with the pastor to speak on
"Praise God For Sending
Jesus" and Wayne Halley to
sing a solo, ''Take My Life,
Lead Me Lord." G. T. Moody,
minister of education, will
assist in the services.
Following the services on
Sunday evening fellowship
will be held in the Fellowship
Hall. Sunday School will be
held at 9:30 a.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Dr and Mrs. Rex
Galloway, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Clark, Mrs. John Randolph.
Mrs. Orvis Hendrick, Mrs.
Carney Andrus, Miss Mitzi
Cathey. Mr. and Mrs. Billy




Kentucky Lillie 7 a m. 359 0
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.? down 0.3
Bar'rley lake 7 a.m. 359.0
down 1.2.
Below dam 305.5 up 4.
meticulousness for detail and
accuracy. In discussions, try to
persuade gently, not with force.
SCORPIO .
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 221 Inef4C.
Do not conclude a matter
before all facts are known or a
hill chance for research given.
You could be tricked into
inaccurate moves if not wary.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )er
Some challenges indicated in
your work area. To handle,
study ALI, psychological fac-
tors. Your motivations as well
as those of others will be an
essential part of the picture.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jar.. 20i tut
Fine influences! Be ready to
act when an opening or op-
portunity of worth appears. You
make friends easily; should
turn this gift to good advantage.
AQUARIUS'
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Mos
Stars now stimulate your
quick mind and alertness to
unusual trends and off-beat
situations Taking advantage of
this, you can now strike a new
note in distinguished action.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20 X • -A.
Some situations are changing.
Good organization of work
matters essential. Direct
energies into channels which
show the most promise.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
self-reliant, kind and gentle
individual, but may be a bit too
sensitive at times. You are an
idealist at-Twart and actually
suffer when others do not live up
to,...your lofty principles and
standards. Try to be more
philosophical about this, and
learn to accept others for what
they are. You have great
respect for tradition, a love of
old ties and often dwell in
memories, which not only
makes you too introspective,
but inclines you to undervalue
current situations. Try to be
more outgoing in your ap-
proaches to life and your
fellowman. Fields in which you
could excel: science especially
medicine ) , painting, writing,
the law, statesmanship and the
stage. Birthdate of: Wm. (Lord
Kelvin) Thomson, Brit.
scientist; Peter Lorre, actor;
Pearl S. Buck, writer.)
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor At
Services On Sunday
-Conduct Of A Christian"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White at the 10:50 a.m. wor-
ship services on Sunday, June
25, at the Memorial Baptist
Church. His scripture will be
from Ephesians 4:13-25.
The song service will be led-
by J. T. Lee with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Jane
Rogers as pianist. Lester
Garland, deacon of the week,
will also assist in the services.
At the seven p.m. services
the Vacation Bible School
Parents Night program will be
held.
Church Teaching will be
held at 9:40 a.m. Sunday with
Elbert Thomason as the
director on the subject,
."Judah—The Growth of
Concern."
At six p.m. Sunday Church
Training will be held with J. T.
Lee as director.
The church will have a
family skating party at the
Murray Roller Rink on
Monday, June 26, at eight p.m.
On Wednesday at seven p.m.
Mission Friends, RAs, GAs.
youth, and prayer meeting
will be held followed at eight




Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, "Celebration
By The Redeemde" at the 8:45
and 10:50 am, worship ser-
vices on Sunday, June 25, at
the church.
His scripture will be from
Hebrews 10:15-25. Paul
Shahan will direct the song
service with Mrs. Bea Farrell
as organist. Irma Collins will
sing a solo at both morning
and worship service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
VANDERBRT GRAD George David landolt receives his
BA. degree and a handclasp from ( hancellor Alexan-
deL Heard _itt_tbe graduation- cerement at Vanderbilt
University recently. His major is in foreign languages —
German, French, Spanish and Portugues — with a
minor in business administration. He also studied at-
Murray State and in France, Germany and Guatemala.
landoh included a money-making job during his time out
of school — that of cutting trees, trimming shrubs and
selling firewood. He ha. entered the insurant e business
with his p.ients) Mr. and Mrs. Gene landolt.
Echoes From The Past th hid%
(4 Column of kislorical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories an-il family nofes.1
1907 Witch Trial
When one thinks of witches it is
usually of the Salem witch trials in the
1600's. That's why I was amazed to run
across an article in the 1907 edition of
Cadiz record concerning a witch trail
that was held in Evansville, a mere 71
years ago.
it seems that a Mrs. Margaret
Gilmour was accused of causing the
death of a two year old neighbor boy.
Mrs. Gilmour has been a well-liked
woman in her earlier days, being
especially attentive to the needs of
those who were sick and in need of
nursing. She was poorer than her neigh-
bors but manages to live by raising a
garden and chickens. However, as she
grew older, she evidently became
reclusive and withdrew from her neigh-
bors. It was then that she was "tran-
sformed in the popular mind from a
motherly old woman into a vicious
minister of evil whose chief delight is to
harrass her neighbors and fill them
with awe on account of her predictions
of calamities."
Things got to the point where all the
poor womean had to do was shake her
broom or mop out the door to scare off
all local small fry. When she walked
down the street, shades were drawn, to
avoid her "evil eye."
As many people are 'aware, Evan-
sville is a river town, being along the
banks of the Ohio, and is visited nearly
every spring with flooding of the bot-
tomlands. The unfortunate Mrs.
Gilmour was even blamed for these
yearly occurrences, along with
"storms, suddenly deaths, and unhappy
marriages."
The Paris family, her next door
neighbors were, so it is told, irritated by
Mrs. Gilinour's chickens, and this was
the course of the events which even-
tually led to the trial. It seems that one
of the Gilmour chickens was injured; a
few days later, word got back to the
Paris family that Mrs. Gilmour had
declared that if her chicken died, one of
the Paris children would also die.
As could be expected, the chicken
died. By coincidence surely! 1, within
48 hours the Paris child came down
with whooping cough and died of
strangulation within a few days. This
was enough to convince Mr. Paris, the
distraught father, to have a peace..
warrant issued for Mrs. Gilmour, after
which she was arrested and placed in
jail.
The trial evidently could not prove
the charges brought against the woman
and she was released. But this did not
change the feelings of Mrs. Gilmour's
Bible Thought
Shew me now thy way, that I may
know thee, that I may find grace in
thy sight: and consider that this na-
tion is thy people. Exodus 33:12
Wouldn't it be a wonderful thing
to have the assurance that God once
again consider this nation as one











neighbors, who continued to regard her
as a witch, and even worse, one who got
away with her evil deeds. One can
imagine the frustration of the child's
father, who was convinced that his only
remaining child war. also in danger
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A large crowd attended the Calloway
County June Dairy Day event held June
22 on the court square in Murray.
Deaths reported include J. B.
(Johnny ) Robertson, age 92, Mrs.
Grace Robertson, age 88, Mrs. Elmer
(Ina 1 Wilkinson, age 82, and Prof.
Alexander der Hart.
Wayne Williams of Murray was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Chapters of the Soil Con-
servation Society of America at the
meeting held June 21 and 22 at
20 Years Ago
Dr. Lyle Dawson, head of the
Department of Cheniistry, University
of Kentucky, will lecture here today on
"Transformations of Matter and
Energy" at the Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Building, Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. T.
Hughes, age 80, Edward D. Suddoff,
and Mrs. Grace F. Holland, age 81.
Mrs. Orval H. Austin will represent
the College Presbyterian Church and
the Western Kentucky Presbyterian
Socieq, at the national meeting of
30 Years Ago -
Robert Hendon who has been
agricultural instructor in veteran
training at Murray Training School will
now teach agricultural economics and
farm management at Murray State
College. J. H. Walston has been named
to the position left vacant by Mr.
Hendon.
One hundred and fifty Girl Scouts of
Murray are eligible to attend the six
days of Day Camp that will open at the
City Park on July 4, according to Mrs.
George Hart, commissioner of the
40 Years Ago
A tabulation of students by counties
at Murray State College showed that
116 Calloway countians are registered
for the summer months, according to
President James H. Richmond.
Deaths reported this week include
Floyd Parker, age 22, Henry Jones, age
59, Betty May and Billy Ray Hindricks,
infant twins, Mrs. Julia Baker, age 76,
and Mrs. Frances Elizabeth Bell, age
85.
H. E. Wall, Jr., who recently opened
up a new subdivision on Elm Street,
Murray, sold lots in the public auction
on June 22 for a sum of approximately
$5,500.
Official rainfall through June 22 for
the month of June in Murray has been
recorded as 4.63 inches, according to
the government weatherman.
The big annual Fourth of July picnic
will be held at Pine Bluff, according to
lowell and Cullie Steele.
50 Years Ago
Murray's annual Redpath Week
opened June 21 at one p.m. with a grand
concert by the Arcadia Novelty
Company. The events will continue
throughout the week in the large tent
erected for this special community
week event.
, The Hazel school district by a
decisive vote of 91 to 3 on June 18 voted
to go back under the control of the
Calloway County Board of Education.
Deaths reported this week include
Bruce Kirks, age 45, Mrs. Sarah
Williams, L. I. Gregory, and Frank
Gregory.
The Murray City Board of Education
has purchased the McLaria lot lying
next to the high school property on West
Main Street.




from the "witch." But even more ap-
palling, think how the hapless Mrs.
Gilmour must have felt, living out the
remaining years of her life surrounded
by people who believed her to be a
"vicious minister of evil."
Morehead State University.
David Keller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Keller, was awarded the Eagle
Scout Badge in a Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 77 at the First
Christian Church.
Miss Phyllis Lynne Mitchell,
daughter of Phillip and Euva Mitchell,
and Lester Glenn Nanny, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lester G. Nanney, were
marred June 8 at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Presbyterian Women's organizations at
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.,
June 25 to July 1.
Sharon Outland is attending Camp
Appalachia near Covington, Va.
New officers of the North Murray
Homemakers Club are Mesdames B. J.
Hoffman, Charlie Crawford, John
Workman, E. E. Smith, Alton Hughes,
Ivan Outland Fred- Gingles, Ottis
Patton, Preston Boyd, Carl Kingins,
Garva Gatlin, Bailey Riggins, and
Lucien Young.
Neighborhood Girl Scouts.
' More than fifty home economics and
agriculture teachers and cannery
personnel have been attending a three
days' cannery clinic at Murray State
College. Local person among the
directors were Bobbie Grogan, Mrs. A.
CarmaN and Mrs. Louise Cothran.
The Blue Grass Shows and Carnival
will open at the vacant lot on West Main
Street, Murray on June 28.
Hams are advertised at 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Swann's Grocer)-
this week.
Thirty members of the Lynn Grove
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of American along with their
teacher, William Rbuse, and principal.
Burial Jeffrey, left June 22 for a five
days' tour of Missouri, Arkansas, and
Tennessee.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Crouch
and _a_ girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Adams.
Marriage announced this week in-
clude Mayrelle Jones to Fred Clark on
June 4.
Dr. and Mrs. Cody H. Jones were
honored with a surprise shower and
potluck supper on the completion of
their new home at I.ynn Grove on June
17. Their home was destroyed by fire on
the same site the year before.
Harry Sledd, president of the young
Business Men's Club. spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
held in Mayfield were H. P. Wear, B. B.
Wear, R. P. Holland, Vernon Stub-
blefield, and Elliott Wear, all of
Murray, and Oscar Turnbow of Hazel.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Alice Belote To I. Wells
Purdom On June 20
Cloteel Butterworth who has been
with the Southern Bell Telephone
Company for the past 2'2 years has
been promoted to chief operator.
Dr. Ryan Imes graduated from
, school at Louisville and will be in
practice in Rhode Island in July.
Mary Virginia Diuguid and Charlotte
Kirk have been visiting their aunt, Mrs.
W. E. Taylor of little Rock, Ark.
Men's all wool serge suits were two
pairs of pants are advertised at $19.75 in
the ad for Ryan and Sons Company this
week.
By FJ L Blasingame, M D
Sex After Heart Attack
4: Mrs. ('. I,. writes that
her husabnd is too timid to
ask about sex after his
heart attack and wants
some advice about how
long he should wait before
attempting to have sexual
intercourse. He is doing all
right six weeks after his
attack and is gradually
increasing his exercise.
A: Regardless of his
timidity, your husband, or
you along with him, should
discuss his tolerance of
sexual intercourse with his
physician who is in the best
position to tell you accu-
rately. Much depends on
the severity of the attack
and the amount of healthy
heart muscle your husband
now has
Since six weeks have
passed since the attack, he
has passed through the
period that is the most
dangerous and may well be
on the road to recovery.
You indicate that your
husband has already be-
gun to increase his
exercise. His ability to do
so is proof that his heart
has been tolerating the
exercise. It will help to
strengthen the reserve
heart muscle.
As a rule of thumb, the
amount of exercise that is
required during inter-
course is about the equiva-
lent of climbing a long
stairway at average speed.
Be very cautious about
intercourse if mild ex-
ercise causes chest or
heart pain. If it requires
medicine periodically, it
should be taken before at-
tempting intercourse.
Some heart cases may
need bypass surgery if the
pain is frequent and not
relieved by medication.
The surgery allows for bet-
ter supply to the heart
muscle and a greater toler-
ance for exercise.
If your hustmd under-
stands that a gradual in-
crease in lis excreta( as
directed b his physician
means that he will be able
to tolerate .sex safely, he
may be motivated to follow
such an exercise program
more faithfully.
Questions about sex life
and the risk from exercise
related to sexual inter-
course are common in
management of heart
patients. Therefore, these
matters should be dis-
cussed fully and directly
with your husband's physi-
cian. Since your husband's
physician has apparently
failed to talk-ibout your
husband's sex life, your
husband should take the



































































































































































Afich "(is SPORTSMAN'S JOURNAL
Several people have
scrutinized the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms ( BATF ) since the
agency's proposal was in-
troduced a few months ago to
register all types of firearms.
The scarey part of the story is
that a federal regulatory
agency almost got by with a
law which would affected
every gun owner - and without
a congressional decision on
the matter.
Bob Shumacher passed the
word on that congress has
voted to reduce the BATF's
budget by some $412 million in
retribution for the agency's
stepping beyond its authority.
The agency's head has
"retired".
According to some in-
dications, Schumacher said
the agency still needs to be
kept under a close watch. It is
believed the BATF will try
another angle at gun control in
Feer-IVItesing With Hemp Ilrarkr
For the most part, our lives
seem to mostly become what
we make of them. Having
been a student in this drama of
life for some time, and ob-
serving rather closely many of
those folks with whom we
come in contact, it sure is
certain that there are no two
people in this old world
exactly alike. That's the way
it should be. At least it seems
so to us.
Several years ago when we
were in the dairy business and
I was a tiny lad (before
snickering, remember the
several years ago) I can
remember the herd of cows
leaving the barnyard in
search of the day's food.
There was one particular
old Holstein cow that acted a
bit different from the rest. She
did not seem to be very con-
cerned as to whether she
remained with the bunch or
not. Her first leisurely mor-
ning stroll usually took her
around the area opened to The seeking of the greenest
graze for the day. An after this grass is not uncommon. The
initial survey, it seemed that daily success at finding it is a
she usually retruned to a spot thing not nearly so usual. It is
selected in this walk. In- not our intention or belief that
variably it was some of the four wheeling is a thing that
lushest green grass in the guarantees personal hap-
entire field. And there she piness.
would begin feeding for the Yet among fourwheelers we
day. It made no difference to frequently find a personal
the not to distant future. This
time they will not approach
guns directly, but isistead
concentrate their efforts on
gunpowder. If overly strict
gunpowder regulations are
established, the resulting
restrictions could have a
devastating affect on sporting
and hunting ammunition. If
there wasn't any ammunition
who would need guns?
The Land Between The
Lakes archery range will be
the site for a shoot Sunday,
June 25. at 4:00 p.m.
scheduled by the Western
Kentucky Bowhunters
Association. NFAA animal
targets will be used and
trophies will be awarded to the
top shooters in the men,
women, and junior divisions.
Rick Norsworthy, chairman
of the event, encourages all
interested bowhunters to
attend the Lkil. shoot. He
states that his organization is
finalizing some of their
programs which will be of
interest to those bowhunters.
Further information can be
obtained by contacting Rick
Norsworthy at 753-9872.
The Murray Bass Club has
it's annual Ladies' Day
scheduled for Sunday, June
25. Awards will be presented
for the top lady fishermen
during a four-hour fishing
tournament. The rest of the
day will be filled with fun and
games for the club's families.
The day's event will be at
Larry Ryan's cabin on Ken-
tucky Lake.
There is a major willow fly
hatch on Kentucky Lake for
the fishermen awaiting that
event.
A lied Of Contented Off-Roaders
her apparently whether or not
th rest of the herd joined her.
If they did, she continued to
graze. If they did not, she
continued to graze. The folks
at Carnation would have been
proud of her, for she seemed to
be truly contented cow.
I would hazard a guess that
tnere is a certain similarity in
the actions of this old cow with
many of the fourwheelers
whom I know. Absolutes are
hard to come by. Yet most
fourwheelers are staunch
individualists. Preferring to
walk the road of their own
choosing, at thier pace.*
Fourwheeling is not a "cop-
out" in the game of life but
rather a complement to a
person's daily actions that
many times enhances the
whole bit. At least in its
recreational aspects it seems
to fit this function. It is one
way. Never let it be thought it
is the only way.
Safely Course Remedy .Completed
The Hunter Safety Course, adults participated in the
sponsored by the Calloway program: Who were Rita
County 4-H Council and the Elkins, Karin Elkins, Cone
Kentucky Department of Fish Huie, Clint Barrow, Larry
and Wildlife, was completed Adams, David Bailey, Lori
recently with a field trip to Caldwell, Thomas Pritchett.
Camp Currie. The group had Mitchell Smith, Randy
met the previous two weeks Tidwell, Rodney Tucker,
for classroom instruction in Leland Steely, Leigh Ann
care of firearms, hunter Steely, Eddie Travis, Loretta
ethics, and gun safety. Barrow, Veronica Elkins and
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intergity of life that seems to
emanate from a secured
satisfaction with one's private
station in the walks of life. And
it is just possible that this
partly grows out of the ability
to cast off the dependency of
man on each other, and man's
doing, to stand alone on our
two feet and take a look
around with eyballs in free
sockets.
The struggling need to each
of us to express our own
personal individual self while
being part .of the entire herd,
is one of the truly terrific
beauties according to life. We
salute the courage required to
do so, and stoutly defend the
right that each person has to
be their own self.
Some might say we carry
fourwheeling to the place of
making it a religion. Not so. It
RA* MGM Jerry Magpie
is my personal belief that
there comes to each of us a
time, a time when we reach
out and grasp for things
beyond the physical. A time
when we acknowledge mor-
tality and uncertainty of
purpose deep inside our self.
Four wheeling is a physical
thing: a thing here, now, and
real and tangible. Not a thing
beyond.
But fourwheeling in its
frank and somethimes
frequent individualism. is a
plateau of life that affords a
stage upon which the actions
of reaching out may
precipitate.
Somethimes we let the herd
think for us. Somethimes we
don't. That old cow I was
telling you about ate pretty




A prudent boater gears up for safety in at least two ways. First, he makes
sure that his boat is properly fitted out and in good condition. Second, he
stows aboard equipment for possible emergency use. A checklist prepared
by the Mercury outboards boating authorities calls for such on-board gear
as personal flotation devices (PFD), fire extinguisher, proper navigation
lights for nighttime operation, distress flare, suitable anchor, bailing
equipment and mooring lines. Attention is also given to fenders, a
boathook, a throwable PFD, lantern, first aid kit, spare parts and tools.
The next challenge is putting everything in its place.
New Commercial Fishing
Oear Regulation In Effect
Frankfort, Ky., Effective
June 17, all commercial
fishermen using trotlines in
Kentucky will be required to
tag each 100 feet of the trotline
with a commercial fishing




fishermen needed but one tag
for each trotline used, Mit-
chell said and added that the
change was brought about by
Senate Bill 102 which was
passed by the 1978 Kentucky
General Assembly.
Make Your Own fishing lures?
I was thinking about a new
lure that would be easy to
cast, weedless, not as ex-
pensive as most, and would
catch fish.
It seems easy at first and.
then you look at all the dif-
ferent styled, shapes, colors,
sizes and it almost staggers
the imagination. One would
have to be careful about not
making a copy of someone
elses' lure that you probably
hadn't seen.
Just following this line of
thought. I remembered some
of the strange things that have
been found in largemouth bass
stomach's.
Some of the most common
things are pull tabs from
aluminum drink cans,
cigarette filters, bottle caps
and foil lined gum wrappers.
Over the years I have found
lead head jugs, crappie hooks,
swivels, braided line, plastic
worms, plastic lizards, rock.
wooden slivers, snail shells,
turtle shells (small and just
three weeks ago at the
B.A.S.S. tournament I found a
pair of bird's feet sticking out
of the bass's throat.
I held the bass and Ray
Scott. pulled a full grown black
bird from the stomach. It was
dead of course but it hadn't
been long. Now this bird filled
the bass's stomach to capacity
and still the bass took a lure.
It sure looks like there is a
sure fire lure in all of that junk
somewhere.
Fishing conditions are
stable with white bass and
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30 11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.








Sauger heading the bill.
Stripers are surfacing all over
the lake, feeding on the still
very small minnows from this
year's hatch of shad. The
usual shiny spinner or spoon
plug cast into the boils will
produce some fast action.
Continue to troll the main
river channel bars and ledges
for your sauger. Use the deep
Wee R in the crawfish color
and you will have a good
chance of getting a real large
catfish, bass, sauger or white
bass.
ready tor the may flies to
hatch and are really banging a
popping bug ( fly rod). They
are delicious table fare so
don't miss out on all the fun.
Happy Fishing
The commercial fishing
gear tags are sold only to
holders of Kentucky com-
mercial fishing licenses or
Ohio River Commercial
fishing licenses and 10 such
tags are included with each
license. Additional tags are
sold only in blocks of 10 and
are available from Kentucky
county clerks or from the
Department of Fish and
Wildlfe Resources in Frank-
fort. Cost of a commercial
fishing license for Kentucky
residents is $50, and for non-
residents, $100. The Blocks of
10 tags are sold for $15 for
residents and $40 for non-
.-esidents. Ohio River com-
mercial fishing licenses ( for
residents of Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois only) cost $50, in-
cluding 10 gear tags.
lead Implicated In Eagle Death
University of Marland
veterinarians have suggested
that poisoning from lead shot
was the probable cause of the
death of an immature bald
eagle. Although its use has
been restricted because of its
effects on waterfowl, this is
one of the first evidences that
lead shot may also be lethal to
birds of prey. The sick bird
was delivered to the state
raptor rehabilitation center at
the University of Marland in
College Park, weak and
unable to stand. It later died
and was sent to Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center for
postmortem examination.
Some 75 lead shot were found
in the gizzard. Lead con-
centrations were 22.9 parts
Deer Heat
per million in the liver and 11.3
parts per million in the kid-
ney. These concentrations are
"consistent with lead
toxicosis," the veterianarians
wrote in the Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical
Association. The authors
suggested that black vultures
and turkey vultures be used as
monitors of rural lead
pollution to determine the
effects that consuption of
waterfowl or other game
killed or crippled by hunters
may have on raptors in the
wild.
The National Wildlife
Federation has been leading
the effort to reouire the
substitute of steel shot for lead
shot in waterfowl hunting.
Appliestions
Deer hunt applications for
the fall quota gun hunts for
whitetail deer in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes, the
170,00-acre public demon-
stration area in western
Kentucky and Tennseess, will
be available at the North,
South, and Central In-
formation Stations in Land
Between the Lakes and at
Center Station in the En-
vironmental Education Center
after July 1.
Fish littrectors Pined In
Crooked Creek &ham&
GOLDEN POND, Ky.—
Brush and tire fish attractors
have been placed in four sites
in the 284-acre Crooked Creek
embayment of Lake Barkley
as the first step to an intensive
fish sampling survey to be
conducted in September. The
public is encouraged to fish
these attractors.
The four sites—each
marked with bouys displaying
a fish symbol—will be blocked
off from the rest of the bay,
when sampled this fall, to
determine the effectiveness of
the artificial attractors in
attracting fish.
Two sites have been
prepared with weighted brush
and the other two sites have
old tires pyramided and sunk
in place.
The sampling of the at-
tractors—which will deter-
mine if they are significant in
attracting fish versus open
water— is only a part of the
intensive research study.
According to officials from
the Kentucky Department of.
Fish & Wildlife Resources, the
primary purpose of the study
is to determine how accurate
fish population estimation






using current methods, then
the embayment will be treated
with the fish toxicant
rotenone. All fish will then be
gathered, counted by hand,
and comparisons made.
The study is scheduled for
September 20-28, 1978. More
than 300 people will assist.
According to biologists, the
natural recruitment will
return fish to the embayment
within 3-4 weeks and fishing
should return to normal.
Creel Census Doing Conducted On likes
GOLDEN POND, Ky—An
intensive creel census is
presently underway on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
and the lakes' tailwaters. The
census is being conducted by
representatives from TVA,
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
and the. Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency in
cooperation with the Corps of
Engineers.
According to officials, four
clerks will °pirate year-round
for the next 24 months in-
terviewing and collecting data









2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486












base on fisherman's use of the
lakes and tailwaters. Em-
ployees at Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area,
are conducting a concurrent
study along the Land Between
The Lakes shoreline.
Data collected will include
number of fish caught, types,
sizes, weights, what the
fishermen are fishing for, how
long they have been fishing,
whether they are resident or
non-resident, amount of
money spent on the trip, and
where they are from (city and
state).
Officials have requested
cooperation from fishermen in
the conduct of this study. On
Lake Barkley the study will be
conducted in an area running
120 miles from Cheatham
Dam to the 1-24 Cumberland
River Bridge; while the
survey will be conducted on
Kentucky Lake from Pickwick
Dam to the 1-24 Tennessee
River Bridge.
Fishing reports and up-to-
date fishing information as
reported by the creel clerks
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commentator in the ac-
slauned movie "Network,"
-who said, -I'm mad as hell
and I'm not going to take it
any more," August A. Busch
sir., the angry owner of the St.
'Louis Cardinals, gave his
players a tonguelashing.
And like the television
audience in the movie, the
Cardinals responded angrily,





, BALTIMORE ( AP) — The
Valtirnore Colts announced
Saturday the. signing of their
second round selection of the
1978 college draft, linebacker
Mike Woods of Cincinnati.
who had lost now of their
previous 11 games and were
wallowing in last place in the
National League West, an-
swered Busch's blast Friday
night by pounding out an 8-4
decision over the Montreal
Expos.
Afterward, St. Louis
Manager Ken Boyer said he
had read Busch's statement
before the game, but he felt it
was the owner's place to read
it to the players. However, a
spokesman for Busch had
declined to read it to the team.
Busch had said in part, "1
am getting damn mad and I
think it is time the players
better start getting mad, too.
There is no way I am going to
tolerate this type of per-
formance ... "
Elsewhere in the National
League Friday night. the
Philadelphia Phillies moved
into first place in the East with
a sweep over the Chicago Cubs
by identical 6-1 scores, the San
Francisce Giants routed the
Atlanta Braves 9-0, the Los
Angeles Dodgers edged the
Cincinnati Reds 1-0, the San
Diego Padres blanked the
Houston Astros 3-0, and the
New York Mets outlasted the
Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2 in 11
innings.
Mlles 114, Cube 1-1
Home runs by Jerry Martin
and Garry Maddox backed the
six-hit pitching of Dick Ruth-.
ven and Tug McGraw in the
opener. The Phils also
received six-hit pitching in the
nightcap, from Jim Lonborg
and McGraw, while Mike Sch-
midt and Bake McBride each
drove in two runs.
Giants 9, Braves 0
San Francisco's Vida Blue,
10-4, pitched a five-hitter for
his second consecutive shutout
and fourth straight victory. He
has allowed only two runs in
(MURRAY LEDGER 1;0 TEME.0
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*mazzled' Lopez Six Shots Out
' By CHRIS ROBERTS
Associated Press Writer
HERSHEY, Pa. AP —
Nancy Lopez finally paid the
price of fame Friday, going
tlangputt, bang-putt, bang-
putt all afternoon until she ran
opt of smoke before she had
traveled four miles.
The "Wonder Woman" of
professional golf, possessed
with a golden swing and a
pearly grin, came down with a
headache on the sun-splashed
course, plain tuckered out
fm all the fuss and bother
oyer her record-breaking
feats of the Last couple of
weeks.
She turned in a one-over-par
73 in the opening round of the
$30,000 Lady Keystone open,
then a few hours later turned
in for the night.
Her day's work left her six
strokes behind leader Jane
Blalock and conjured up
visions of another stirring
stretch duel like the two
waged last weekend in
Rochester, N.Y. when Lopez
surged from behind to shatter
the woman's streak with her
fifth straight win of the year.
Appearing frazzled, but still
smiling. Lopez told perhaps
the largest pack of out-of-town
journalists ever to assemble
at an I.PGA tourney: "I was
thinking about interviews
insd of my game."
'The comment illicted a
nervous laugh from
everybody who had gotten an
interview or was thinking of
one.
just didn't have the
concentration today," she
said. "I was tired. I think last
week I was also tired but it
was such a hies it kept me
going.
. "Now I am sapped. I started
getting a headache on the last
couple of holes."






his last 332-3 innings. Hefty
Cruz drove in four runs with
two singles and a homer, while
Terry Whitfield collected two
singles and a homer in the
Giants' 12-hit attack.
Dodgers 1, Reds 0
Los Angeles nipped Cin-
cinnati on Burt Hooton's
three-hit pitching and Steve
Garvey's homer, his ninth of
the season, off Fred Norman
in the sixth inning.
Padres 3, Astros 0
Veteran Gaylord Perry of
San Diego improved his
record to 8-2 with a four-hitter
for his fifth consecutive vic-
tory and the 50th shutout of his
career. Perry struck out four
and walked one, and was
backed by three double plays.
Mets 3, Pirates 2, 11 innings
New York scored the win-
ning run on Tim Foli's bases-
loaded single in the 11th. The
Mets' Lee Mazzith hit a solo
homer, his first since May 6.
On Their Toes With The Pitch WI rhea hv TOW, "NO
Yanks' third-basemen Chris Starks, Red's base runner Steve Bayer and Reds' third-base coach Richard Micy all watch the ac-
tion last night in Little teepee oction. The Tanks and Reds were tied 6-6 when time expired they finished the game at 9 a.m.
today.
Crenshaw's 9 Helps Hewes Maintain Lead
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
OAKVILLE, Ontario ( AP)
— There's an adage often
spoken on the pro golf tour
that says you can't put a 7 on




"On this golf course," he
said, "you have to try to avoid
the double bogey."
He didn't make a double
bogey. He made a quadruple.
He didn't make a 7. He made a
9.
And Gentle Ben is still
talking about w.iithing the
$250,000 Canadian Open.
-Really, I'm hitting the ball
awful solid, playing awful
good right now," Crenshaw
drawled after blowing the
second-round lead Friday with
the horrendous score that may
be his worst as a professional.
-I'm playing good enough
that that should be my bad
round." He paused and of-
fered an embarassed grin.
"I'm pretty sure it will be my
bad bole."
Straight Wimbledon got out of the round with a 74, 3Even with the 9, Crenshaw
over par. And, with two
rounds to go, he's still in the
hunt. At 144, he's only 2 shots
back of the longshot leaders,
skinny Jeff Hewes and rookie
Pat McGowan. They're tied at
140, 2 shots under par on the
troublesome, 7,050-yard Glen
Abbey Golf Club course.
Hewes had a second-round
73 and the 23-year-old
McGowan birdied his last hole
for a 68.
The only other men under
par for two trips over the
course Jack Nicklaus built are
Jim Colbert and John
Schroeder, tied at 141. Colbert
had a 70. Schroeder drove in
every fairway on the way to a
course record-matching 67.
Australian Bob Shearer was
alone at 142 after another 71.
Crenshaw was leading the
tory this year. In contrast, no
other LPGA rival has won
more than once in 1978.
Since turning pro July 29,
she's won $153,336, making her
the all-time rookie money-
winner in both men's and
woman's professional golf.
Blalock's five-under-par 67,
broke by two strokes the
amateur course record at the
Hershey Country Club,
hosting its first LPGA tour-
ney.
Blalock has won 19 tour-
naments in her 10 years on the
tour. On Friday she made a
late charge, picking up five
birdies on the backside for a
35-32-67.
Two strokes back was
Peggy Conley with a three
under par 69, followed by Jane
Renner, Eva Chang. and Pat




LONDON AP ) — Not since
the great Fred Perry did it in
1936 has any man managed to
win three consecutive singles
tennis titles at Wimbledon. On
Monday, Bjorn Borg of
Sweden starts the long road
toward what he hopes will be
his third straight.
Many of the greats have
tried and failed. Rod Laver.
John Newcombe, Roy
Emerson and Lew Hoad all
won it twice but faltered.
There is nothing to suggest it
will be any easier for the
flying Swede.
Wimbledon, despite the
introduction of a plethora of
other championships and
titles, remains the big one, the
world's leading lawn tennis
tournament. It is an in-
stitution. And for that reason,
every top player in the world
wants to win a Wimbledon
title.
But it is an ambition only
few manage to fulfill.
Borg's greatest challenger
will almost certainly be the
No. 2 seed, enigmatic
American Jimmy Connors. He
has hit his peak at just the
right time. Last week Connors
won the John Player tour-
nament in emphatic 'style,
dropping just six games in a
five-set final against Mexico's
Raul Raimirez, seeded No.7 at
Wimbledon.
''I'm playing better and
better," Connors said af-
1r --tkroFIREWORKSTrailer Load Sale
At I brigview One Stop
2 Milos East of
Paris Landing, TN.
Bridge On U. S. 79
1st Stop on tit
Open ft a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days
Cot a Bang out of Life
W2,
terward. -I'm not afraid of
anyone the way things are
going.
Last year he was beaten in
the final at Wimbledon by
Borg.
The value of Wimbledon
seeding is that players like
Borg and Connors are sup-
posedly protected from their
more dangerous rivals until
the later stages.
But while Connors has what
looks like an easy first-round
match against New Zealander
Russell Simpson, Borg might
well have hoped for an easy
opponent initially than 6-foot-7
American Victor Amaya.
Big-serving players like
Amaya are always a danger at
Wimbledon — but Borg hasn't
lost a match here since 1975
when he fell in the quarter-
finals to eventual champion
Arthur Ashe.
The major challengers to
Borg and 'Connors, the 1974
champion, are mainly
Americans.
Vitas Gerulaitis, only 23, is
seeded third. Fifth seed Brian
Gottfried, who defeated Borg
once last year, and Roscoe
Tanner, seeded sixth, cannot
be overlooked. Tanner was a
semifinalist in 1975 and 1976
before going out to Britain's
John Lloyd last year in the
first round. His powerful
game is well-suited to Wim-
bledon.
It would be foolish, too, ie
write off such men as fourth-
seeded Argentinian Guillermo
Vilas, the Nastase, Sandy
Mayer, and even the out-of-
form Ramirez.
Wimbledon has a habit of
bringing out the best in
players. It would be no sur-
prise to see ..e....giasit4riller
emerge from the unknowns.
Mantle Taked Off
Of Critical List
DALLAS ( AP) — Former
New York Yankees great and
Hall of Fame member Mickey
Mantle said "it was not quite
that bad," after he was taken
off the critical list at a hospital
Friday.
Mantle, 47, was hospitalized
Wednesday, troubled by
bleeding ulcers. Friday the
former star outfielder said he
was "feeling pretty good."
Dr. Frank Altick said
Mantle could be released from
a Dallas hospital "in a few
days," but said he could not be
more specific.
"1 had just lost a lot of blood.
I've been on a pretty tough
schedule the first part of the
summer. I'll just have to slow
down," Mantle said.
He was taken from the
intensive care unit Friday
morning and given a private
room. His condition was listed
as good
Little League Cubs Win
The Cubs used a big final-
inning play to edge the Twins
Friday night in Little League
baseball.
Clinging to a 1-0 lead-
provided bx Bill Collins' triple
in the foURh—the' cubs were
nearly forced into extra in-
nings.
Shane West reached first in
the bottom of the sixth for the
Twins, and he sprinted for
home when Mark Waldrop
lined a triple.
But the ball was relayed to
Cubs' catcher Mick Daniel,
who tagged West at the plate
for the final out of the game.
Collins' triple was the only
hit given up by Twins' hurler
Jimmy West West walked two
and struck out lo
Cuh• WM ono
Twtni OM Mtn • 4 2
mow. M. *mg
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tournament when he suddenly
found himself "looking fbr a
place to hide."
He was 3 under par for the
tournament, 2 under for the
day, leading' the field by one
and breezing along, ap-
parently very much ill..COM-
mand. He played two good
shots down the fairway on the
par-5 18th hole, his ninth of the
day.
The next one was in the
water.
"I just went to sleep on the
shot, quit on it," Crenshaw
said.
He dropped out and got his
next one, No. 5, in a sand trap.
"That was the real sin,"
hitting a bad shot after the
drop. "I tried to get too cute,
get it close to the hole and I
buried it in the bunker."
He got it on the fringe in six,
chipped long, missed a 15-
footer and had to hole a two-
footer coming back for the 9.
"I just wanted to get the
hole over with," he said. "I
wanted to hide but there was
no place .to go, nothing to do
but just keep flogging at it.
"It was a pretty lonesome
Pandolfi Named
MSU Grad Assistant
Tom Pandolfi, a four-year
starter at quarterback for
Murray State University, has
been named a graduate
assistant for the Racers, the
Teo Pviedotle la 1973
Murray State football office
annouced Friday.
Pandolfi, a native of Nutley,
N. J., played for Murray, from
1971-74. He completed 233 of •
492 passes for 3170 yards and
25 touchdowns. He was named
All-Ohio Valley Conference
and was an honorable mention
little All-America in 1974.
His best season was 1973,
when he completed 104 of 214
passes for 1621 yards and 10
touchdowns.
He spent one year after
school as an assistant coach at
Henderson City High School
-before coaching the past two 
years at Henderson County.
In charge of offensive and
defensive backs, he helped
Head Coach Mojo Hollowell to
a two-year, 26-3 record.
Pandolfi's major duty at
Murray will be coaching
receivers.
feeling."
He had plenty of company in
his, difficulties, however.
Arnold Palmer, from a tie
for second, shot 76-146. Tom
Weiskopf missed the cut at 76-
153. So did Hubert Green at 77-
158. U.S. Open champ Andy
North was 77-149. The scores
ranged up to the 90-171 posted
by Canadian pro Bill Kozak.
Nicklaus had a 72 and was
tied at 145, only 5 strokes back,
with defending champion Lee
Trevino and Masters
titleholder Gary Player, each

































Also We can Balance








Before you leave home for vaca-
tion, tour your house turning off or
unplugging electrical conven-
iences that won't be needed while
you're away.
Your air conditioner, your elec-
tric water heater, and unneces-
sary lights should all be turned off
or disconnected. You could even
set up the thermostats a few de-
grees in your refrigerators and'
freezer.
Turn off or unplug everything
you can think of that might use
electricity while you're gone and
be turned on by the savings when
you return.
Don't be disappointed, though,
if half your savings appears on
one bill and half on another. It'll be
there just the same.
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Bonds Belts Rangers Into Second Place
By HyoRSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Now that Bobby Bonds is
signed and sealed, he's
starting to deliver for the
Texas Rangers.
Bonds, who was traded to
Texas by the Chicago White
Sox in May and recently
signed a $2 million, five-year
contract, slammed a pair of
three-run homers in the first
game and a two-run double in
the nightcap to lead the
Rangers to a 7-0, 8-4
doubleheader sweep over the
California Angels Friday
night.
The eight RBIs in the twin
bill tied Toby Harrah's club
record and helped the
Rangers move into second
place in the American League
West, onehalf game ahead of
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Defending champion Anne
Combs of Lexington is taking
on Kaye Potter of Louisville
today in the championship
round of the Women's State
Golf Tournament.
The 33-year-old Combs, in
the round of two her fourth
straight year and fifth
altogether, will be seeking her
fourth title, while the 27-year-
old Potter, who won her first
two titles as Kaye Beard of
Campbellsville, will be going
for title number three in her
sixth round of two ap-
pearance.
Combs defeated her
longtime friend Jackie Hacker
of Versailles 5 and 4 in
Friday's upper bracket
semifinals. Potter had ' Er
rougher time getting the best
California and a half game
behind the Kansas City
Royals, who split a 5-3, 4-5
twin bill with the Oakland A's.
In other AL action, the
Boston Red Sox downed the
Baltimore Orioles and Jim
Palmer 5-2, the New York
Yankees walloped the Detroit
Tigers 12-3, the Seattle
Mariners blanked the
Milwaukee Brewers 3-0, the
Minnesota Twins edged the
Chicago White Sox 2-1 and the
Cleveland Indians beat the
Toronto Blue Jays 8-3.
While Bonds was providing
the bulk of the Texas offense,
Ferguson Jenkins held the
Angels to five hits in the
opener for his 41st career
shutout and passed Hall of
Famer Christy Mathewson for
12th place on the all-time
strikeout list. The veteran
right-hander fanned six for a
total of 2,509.
Royals 5-4, A's 3-5
Tim Conroy surrendered
of Joan Rizer of Bardstown 2
and 1.
Today's 18-hole title match
will be the fourth between the
two who are considered the
state's top women golfers.
Potter has whn her three
previous title matches with
Combs. She won her first title
against Combs on the same
Paintsville course in 1966.
Combs won at Lexington's
Tates Creek in 1967, at
Winchester in 1974 and last
year at Nicholasville. Potter
won her other title at Wild-
wood in Louisville in 1969.
Potter was only 15-year'old
when she won her first title 12
years ago and she's been
runnerup three times since.
Potter scored an easy 9 and
7 victory oyer Lee Davis of
Bowling Olen in the quarter-
f
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two hits and one run in 31-3
innings in his major league
debut and Oakland scored four
unearned runs, capped by
Mitchell Page's two-run
homer, to beat Kansas City in
the nightcap. George Brett
drove in three runs for the
Royals in the open
Red Sox 5, Orioles 2
Carlton Fisk drilled a three-
run homer in the first inning
and the Boston Red Sox went
on to snap Palmer's seven-
game winning streak behind
Bill Lee's eight-hit pitching.
Rick Burleson and Jim Rice
each had two singles and a
double as the Red Sox posted
their 12th victory in the last 14
games and their 31st in 37
starts at home. Yankees 12, Ti
Yankees 12, Tigers 3
Chris Chambliss hit a grand
slam home run in the first
inning while Paul Blair had a
three-run pinch double and
Roy White a three-run homer
in the Yankees' seven-run
finals, but was in early trouble
Friday with Rizer. The five-
time South Central Kentucky
champion captured the first
two holes with pars as Potter
lost a stroke in a water hazard
on No. 1 and three-putted No.
2.
Potter got one stroke back
on the third when Rizer landed
in a ditch that cost her a stroke
and the matth went even at
No. 5 when Potter holed a five-
foot putt for a birdie. Potter
went ahead on No. 7 when
Rizer three-putted and won
No. 8 although she three-
putted for a bogey five. She
went 2 up with a five-over par
40.
Rizer narrowed the gap to
one hole with a birdie on the
10th and'squared the match at
No. 13 with a par after Potter
had tree trouble.
Potter saved a half with a
five-foot pressure putt on No.
14 and took No. 15 when Rizer
EASTBOURNE, England
(AP) — Chris Evert, who won
Wimbledon two years ago, and
Martina Navratilova, who
hasn't won it yet:13ave served
notice on current champion
Virginia Wade that her title is
in grave danger of going
...across the Atlantic this year.
In the meantime, the two
were poised for what could be-
a Wimbledon preview. They
were to meet today in the final
match of a tournament here.
"It seems to me I've peaked
at just the right time," said
Navratilova after beating
Billie Jean King, herself a six-
time singles champion at
Wimbledon, 6-4,6-2, in the
semifinals of a tournament
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (135 at bats) —
Carew, Min, .346; Piniella,
NY, .335; Rice, Bsn, .329;
Reynolds, Sea, .326; Lezcano,
Mil, .318.
RUNS — Rice, Bsn, 51;
LeFlore, Pet, 46; Baylor, Cal,
46; Fisk, Bsn, 45; ReJackson,
NY, 45,
RUNS BATTED IN — Rice,
Bsn, 65; Staub, Det, 48;
Hobson, Bsn, 46; Baylor, Cal,
46; Zisk, Tex, 46.
HOME RUNS — Rice, Bsn,
22; Baylor, Cal, 18; JThom-
psn, Det, 17; GThomas, Mil,
16; Evans, Bsn, 15.
STOLEN BASES — Wilson,
KC, 27; Dilone, Oak, 25;
JCruz, Sea, 24; LeFlore, Det,
23; Patek, KC, 22; Wills, Tex,
22.






Dealer Prep-Taxes and License Fee
44,Miles Per Gallon
*1978 EPA Estimates
sixth that broke open a 4-3
game. Sparky Lyle earned the
victory by allowing two hits in
31-3 innings in relief of starter
Ed Figueroa.
Mariners 3, Brewers 0
Glenn Abbott fired a four-
hitter and Leon Roberts
singled home a run in the first
inning as the Mariners' tied a
club record with their fifth
consecutive victory.
Twins 2, White Sox 1
Craig Kusick's tie-breaking
home run leading off the ninth
inning gave Minnesota the
victory behind the five-hit
pitching of Dave Goltz. The
Twins scored an unearned run
in the second inning on a walk,
Butch Wynegar's two-out
single and an error by center
fielder Chet Lemon.
Indians 8, Blue Jays 3
Rick Waits scattered seven
hits and Gary Alexander and
Jim Norris each drove in three
caught a trap on the par three
hole and took two to get out.
Potter wrapped up the
victory on No. 17 with a par,
going six over for 17 holes.
Combs, who was one over
for 14 holes and has been past
the 14th hole only once in four
matches, went to a 3 up lead
with three straight wins
beginning at No. 3. She took
the third when Hacker put her
second in a trap, the fourth
with a par and the fifth with a
birdie two-foot putt.
She upped the margin to 4 up
at No. 7 with a par and kicked
it to 5 up at the eighth with a
par when Hacker pushed her
tee shot, leaving her a difficult
approach on an elevated
green. Hacker won her only
hole of the day at No. 9 with a
par three as Combs three-
putted. Combs turned 4 up
with a par 35 and that was it
for Hacker.
Friday.
And Evert, who for so long




"I'm getting nervous and.
that is a good sign," said
Evert, who beat Wendy
Turnbull of Australia 3-6,6-1,6-
1 in the other semifinal. "If
I'm not nervous I tend to get
lazy," added Evert.
In the other semifinal, King,
who won her first Wimbledon
singles crown when
Navratilova was only 10,
lacked speed and her usual
volleying authority.
Navratilova triumphed 6-4, 6-
2.
PITCHING (7 Decisions
Guidry, NY, 12-0, 1.000, 1.50;
Tanana, Cal, 11-3, .786, 2.52;
Eckersley, Ban, 7-2, .778, 3.18;
Torrez, Bsn, 10-3, .769, 4.12:
Gale, KC, 6-2, .750, 3.63;
Flanagan, Bal, 11-4, .733, 2.93;
Lee, Bsn, 8-3, .7V,2.74;
Jenkins, 'Tex, 8-3, .727, 2.83.
STRIKEOUTS — Ryan, Cal,
113; Guidry, NY, 111;
Flanagan, Eta], 82; Leonard,
KCI,72; Undrwood, Tor, 68.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (135 at bats1 —
Burroughs, At!, .322; Puhl,
Htn, .322; Griffey, CM, .320;
Bowa, Phi, .319; Lopes, LA,
.316.
RUNS — Rose, CM, 48: De.
Jesus, Chi, 46; Foster, Cin, 46:
Lopes, LA, 44; Schmidt, Phi
43; Griffey, CM, 43.
RUNS BATTED IN
Foster, CM, 52; Garvey, LA.
45; Montanez, NY, 44:
Luzinski, Phi, 43; Morgan.
CM, 43; Cey, LA, 43.
HOME RUNS — Luzinski
Phl, 15; Foster, CM, 15
Kingman, Chi, 14; Monday
LA, 12; Parker, ,Pgh, 11
RSmith, LA, 11; Winfield, SD
11.
STOLEN BASES— Moreno
Pgh, 31; Cedeno, Htn, 22
Lopes, IA, 21; GMaddox, Phi
20; Taveras, Pgh, 19.
PITCHING (7 Decisions) -
Bonham, Cin, 8-1, .889, 2.55
Perry, SD, 8-2, .000, 2.63
Hanna, Atl, 6-2, 1750, 3.76
Moffitt, SF, 6-2, .750, 2.56
linterusen, ST, .750, 3.41:
Grirnsley, Mtl, 114, .733, 2.72
Zachry, NY, 8-3, .727, 3.44.
Blue, SF, 10-4, .714, 2.23.
STRIKEOUTS — Richard
Htn, 123; PNiekro, At!, 97
Seaver, Cin, 90; Mntefusco
SF, 89; Blyleven, Pgh, 813
runs. Alexander hit a two-run
homer, his Ilth of the season
and the first since Cleveland
atquired him from the
Oakland A's earlier this
month, and added an RB!
These 11 girls were award winners in the Calloway County Basketball Camp which ended Friday. Back row, from left, are: Mimi
Winchester, free throw percentage; Rachel Lamb, free throw percentage; Angie Futrell, best dribbler; Gene Hoke, best dribbler;Kim Willie, winner in horse competition; Rhonda McAlister, most hustle; Rose Ross, one-on-one Champ. Front row, front left, are:
Rhonda Key, most hustle and best all-round camper; ladone Overby, best dribbler; Shand° Crick, free throw percentage; sad
Shannon Ford, most hustle. 31 girls participated in the camp, conducted by Calloway girls' coaches Marianne Davie and Jean
Watkins. 
StirH Pipet, by Terry IVIbb.
Awards were presented to six boys in the Calloway County
boys' basketball camp which ended lest Friday. Back row, left,
are Dan Key, free throw and field goal percentage, and Craig
Darnell, best dribbler. Front row are Scott Nix, free throw and
dribbling award, and Chuck Adams, free throw award. Not pic-
tured are Jeff Garrison, one-on-one award, and Mickey
Garrison, one-on-one award. 34 boys participated in the camp
conducted by coaches Clayton Hargrove and Jimmy Nix.
Staff Moto by Tony Wilson
SEATTLE ( AP) — Randy
Adamack has been named
director of public relations for
the Seattle Mariners, the
American League baseball
club announced Friday.
Adamack has served in the
same capacity with the
Cleveland Indians for the past
three seasons. He resigned
that position Friday to accept'
the Mariners' post. He will
begin work in Seattle prior to




Buy any Toro rider between
June 24 and August 15, 1978.
Purchase a Toro
Trimmer/Edger Model 1400.
Quality cutting, comfort and
durability are engineered into
every rider to handle all your
big lawn needs. Optional
Easy-EmptyTM or "Easy-Fill"
Grass Catchers hold up to
5!/2 bu.
The 1400 trimmer features
automatic line feed. No more
stopping and stooping.
Test ride a Toro nder today.
MURRAY
MURRAY LAWN & GARDEN
ELKTON
HALEY FURNITURE, APPLIANCE, & HARDWARE
BOWLING GRID
BASHAM'S MOWER & TILLER




Apply In Person To
Wierray Ledger 8r Times
103 North 4th
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OFFICE NOW OPEN—Pictured above from left are the associates of the new Galleryof Homes office. John Smith, Realtor-broker, Jim Herndon, salesman, Ron 'Talent,broker-salesman, (seated from left) Cindy Gamble, associate, and Linda McKinney,associate.
Photographers Attend
WeddingS Seminar
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter,
owners of Carter
Photographic Studio, recently
attended a three-day Wedding
Seminar m Memphis, Tenn.
Bill Stockwell, famous
professional photographer




special effects in taking
photographs and how to use
wedding traditions.
Promoting, booking and
selling were studied using
three texts written by Mr.
Stockwell. Other teachers at





initiated the • style for
Hallmark Greeting Cards.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter were
schooled for the 3 days on
special wedding techniques
such as posing and lighting.
They learned how to use
glf.i 11'
Pictured left to right are Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter, owners of Carter PhotographicStudio and Bill Stockwell who conducted the three-day seminar.
'Don't settle for less.
RCA Selectaltision
The 4-hour




Records. program as you
watch R.
Records one channel while you
watch another
Records • program whileyour. asleep or away- with
built-tn Ismer





with purchase of an
RCA SelectaVision
LIMITED TIME ONLY'
You can oven duke your own
home TV shows—with optional










The public is invited to an
Open House at the newly
opened John Smith's Gallery
of Homes real estate office
Thursday evening, July 29.
The open house will begin at 7
p.m. at the John Smith
Gallery of Homes office,
, Village Shopping Center, U.S.
841 N.
Associated with Smith in the





John Smith Gallery of
Homes also operates real
estate offices in Paducah and
in Marshall County.
As a Gallery member, John
Smith offers clients a national
andlecal marketing program
for buying and selling
residential property and a
relocation and referral ser-
vice covering over 5,000
Kentucky Business Scene
communities.
Last year 27,500 families
turned to the international
real estate franchise
organization for relocation
service in the United States
and Canada.
John Smith Gallery of
Homes is one of the 600
Gallery members across the
nation. The Gallery of Homes
is a registered trademark of
the real estate organization




The Kentucky catue farmer
will be the loser no matter
which side wins a current
legal battle between state
agriculture officials and
stockyard owners, according
to spokesmen for each side.
If the state wins and
stockyards are required to
test all live cattle they sell for
the disease brucellosis, the
farmer who brings the cattle
to market will receive less
money because the cattle will
lose weight during the .ad-
ditional time the animals are
held for testing purposes
before sale, according to
stockyard owners.
- If the stockyards win their
lawsuit that challenges the
mandatory testing of all live
animals, agriculture officials
say the state's farming
community will lose $5.8
million in federal funds which
would be spent in a separate,
accelerated attack on the
disease.
And the rest of the country's
livestock industry is anxiously
awaiting the result of the
wrangling before proceeding
with brucellosis eradication
programs, since "this is really
a test case for the entire
nation," according to J. D.
Wolf, director of livestock
sanitation for the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture.
Brucellosis is a contagious
livestock disease that causes
miscarriages, reduction of
milk production and breeding
problems in cows. It can be
transmitted to humans as
undulant fever through
consumption of raw milk and
raw meat from infected
animals, and in certain in-
stances by the handling of
infected cattle. There have
been seven cases of undulant
fever reported in Kentucky in
the past five years.
The disease does not affect
the safety or quality of cooked
meat.
Brucellosis testing has been
by Bill Boyd
conducted in Kentucky since
1956, but only those animals
sold for breeding or milk
production were required to
be tested live at the
stockyards. Animals sold for
slaughter, which account for
the largest portion of livestock
sales, have been tested after
slaughter as a means of
tracing sources of infection.
A state requirement, begun
in April 1976, that all cattle be
tested live , at-the stockyard-
s —'First point of con-
centration testing"—led to the
current legal dispute. Owners
of 16 of Kentucky's 68
stockyards challenged the
requirement, saying they
would have to install costly
equipment, that operations
would be slowed and that live
testing is unnecessary for all
livestock. Cattle would lose
weight during this additonal
holding period, they claimed,
which would lower the gross
value of the animal and thus
penalize the farmer who
brought the cattle to market,
But "Kentucky farmers
have already lost $2 million"
of the $5.8 million in federal
funds allocated to a con-
centrated brucellosis testing
program, due to the delay in
starting that program, Wolf
says. State officials say the
two-year federal program
won't be conducted in Ken-
tucky unless the state wins the
current lawsuit over "first
point" testing. After two
separate court decisons and
two appeals, the case un-
doubtedly will go ta the state
Supreme Court for a final
decision.
Stockyard owners obtained
an injunction preventing the
state from requiring "First
point" testing until the legal
questions are resolved. But 55
Kentucky stockyard-
s—including three of the 16
that are contesting the
requirement—have volun-
Because of the shor-
tage of money in the
pre-revolutionary Ame-
rican colonies, college
students often paid their
tuition with furs or farm
produce. A Harvard
student in 1649 settled
his bill using a cow as
''money".
Our advice on money matters is yours for the




Reckless Driving, Major Violation, Frequency of
Accidents, or just bad luck?
Pardem a Tinerwaa eon mere
- les Whey le ewe Else Oisa





tarily begun "first point"
testing for brucellosis.
The remaining 13, however,
handle about 45 percent of the
state's cattle sales. An
estimated 80,000 livestock
farmers bring their cattle to
market at Kentucky's
stockyards.
perience in installment len-
ding.
Boyd says this move was
Made to better serve the
customers of the bank by
offering a full service
operation at each location.
Wilder invites his many
friends and customers to
contact him at his new




Ross Wilder, Consumer Loan
Officer at Peoples Bank, has
transferred his office to the
North Office of the Peoples
Bank at North 12th and
Chestnut SEreets, according to
William M. Boyd, Bank
President.
Wilder has been with the
Peoples Bank for one year and
has had many year's ex-
T-b-sir 7




We represent the finest Insurance campanies in the
business. such as:
• St. Paul Fire & Marine
• West American
• Western Surity
• Fireman's Fund American Life
• New Hampshire Insurance Group
• Cnntinat1n,surouu.efn i-
Shopping Center
• Fidelity and Deposit
• Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
• Hartfard Insurance ..T2Try
• Home Insurance Co.
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Cain Construction Adds New Partners
Edwin Cain construction Co.
:has just announced the ad-
dition of two partners to the
firm.
Edwin Cain, founder of the
:34-year-old construction
company said he was pleased
to name Bill Adams and Dan
Glover both of Murray as his
Adams is a 1965 graduate of
Murray High School and
received his B. A. in civil
engineering from the




worked as a field supervisor
for White and Congleton, of
Lexington. After a year with
Congleton he spent four years
as a structural engineer for
Ted Billington and Associates.




Dan Glover also a graduate
of Murray High School,
NEW PARTNERS-Pictured from left Bill Adams, Edwin Cain and Dan Glover, new
partners in Edwin Cain Construction Co. Cain is the founder of the 34-year-old com-
pany. Adams and Glover are new associates.
recieved his B. S. in industry
and technology from Murray
State University. He has
taught industrial arts for one
year at John F. Kennedy High
School, Miami Fla. and for
seven years at West Richland
High School, Noble Illinois.
At the same time he was
teaching high school in
Illinois, Glover also taught a
night adult training class in
building trade at Eastern
Illinois Junior College, Olney,
Illinois.
Cain said, "I'm very
pleased to have the two as
partners. I think they will both
be a big asset to the com-
munity as well as the com-
pany."
"Bill and Dan both have
good construction
backgrounds and will allow us
to compete for the larger
construction jobs." Cain also
said.
In addition to his new
partners, Cain has taken on a
new line of prefabricated
buildings. We have just
taken on the )3raden
prefabricated building system
and think that we have a very
-competitive line," he said.
In conection with the new
line of buildings, Dan Glover
has just completed a course in
building estimation and
Ky's Top Corporations Up Sales In 1977
LOUISVILLE (June 21,
1978) -'Kentucky's 40 largest
publicly-held corporations did
a better job of selling their
products in 1977 than in 1976.
But they were less successful
at converting sales dollars to
profits, according to the 1978
A-. edition of The Kentucky 40,
released today.
1977 sales of those 40
companies totaled 811.1
billion, up 14.4 percent from
$9.7 billion in 1976, according
to the annual survey, com-
piled by The Wenz-Neely
Company, a Louisville public
relations consulting firm. In
1976, revenues increased 13.1
percent over the previous
year.
Total net income of com-
panies surveyed was $512
million for 1977, an increase of
12.5 percent over 1976. But in
1977 an average of 4.6 percent
of sales were returned as
profit, a slip from 1976 returns
of 4.8 percent.
Banks, as usual, showed a
much higher degree of
profitability. Of the 10 com-
panies in the survey most
successful at converting
revenues to profits, eight were
banks. The nine banks in-
cluded in The Kentucky 40
survey converted ari,average
of 13.1 percent of their 1977
revenues into earnings. But
even the banks felt the profit
pinch in 1977, because in the
previous year they converted
an average of 14.8 percent of
revenues into income.
A newcomer to The Ken-
tucky 40, General Energy
Corp., Lexington, was the
fastest growing company in
the Wenz-Neely survey. Its
revenues increased 40.9
percent over 1976. At the other
extreme was Lincoln Income
Life, Louisville, which saw a
14.2 percent decline in
revenues.
The other top ten fastest
growing companies in the
survey were Jerrico ( which
showed a 34.3 percent increase
in revenues over 1976), Ver-
mont, American ( up 30.1
percent), Thomas Industries
up 27.7 percent), Humana
( up 3.7 percent), Investors
Heritage -Life (up 22.1 per-
cent), Liquid Transporters
(Up 22.0 percent), Louisville
Gas di Electric ( up 19.0 per-
cent), Western Kentucky Gas
( up 18.8 percent) and. Dollar
General ( up 18.7 percent).
General Energy also
showed the highest increase in
net income, from $399,000 in
1976 to $1,875,000 in 1977, or
369.9 percent. The sharpest
decline in income was
Louisville Cement's, which
dropped 28.7 percent.
Kentucky 40 companies are
ranked by revenue, and the
undisputed leader in 1977, as
in all preceding years, as
Ashland Oil, Its 1977 revenues
of $5.05 billion were more than
those of the next 12 Kentucky
40 companies combined.
The state's second, largest
company is Texas Gas
Transmission, with sales of
$1.04 billion, just ahead of
National Industries, which
had sales of $1.02 billion.
National was acquired
January 3 by Fuqua
Industries, which has its
headquarters in Atlanta, so it
will not be included in next
year's Kentucky 40.
Rounding out the top 10 in
this year's Wenz-Neely survey
were:
Capital Holding ( with
revenues of $461 million),
MUSTANG STYLING-Ford Division's 1979-model Mustang features a sloping front
end that will help make it one of Ford's most aerodynamic production vehicles when
it goes on sale next fall. The new Mustang's exterior is chromeless except for window
moldings and head lamp bezels. It also will be the first Ford Motor Company vehicle
to use "soft" front-end styling, with grilles, grille opening panels, front fender ex-
tensions and bumper surfaces made from durable iniection-molded urethane plastic.
Behind every Braden building is the
experience of 25,000 structures and half-
a-century of fabrication. We offer the_
complete Una of Braden buildings to meet
wide 'eange of applications, together
with cpmplete "turnkey" planning arid
construction services.
bread and butter on the tables
of 100 million Americans.
- 96 per cent of all
businesses in the U. S. are
small businesses.
- 55 per cent of all people
who work, work for small
business.
- a recent poll ranks small
business 28th out of 29 groups
in terms of the public's per-
ception of its effectiveness in
dealing with public issues.
Urging small business to
take its lead from organized
labor, Stasio said,"Organized
labor exercises every con-
stitutional right it has but
small business people don't.
It's American to protest.
Everytime you let a
regulation go by un-
challenged, everytime you let
a representative vote for a
well-intended regulation that
erodes our freedom without
letting that person know what
you think of the bill and what it
will do to us, you are putting
another nail in your coffin and
further eroding our
freedoms."
Stasio said that contrary to
popular belief, the federal,
state, and local bureaucrat
does not have an anti-small
business attitude, just a lack
of awareness of the dif-,
ferences that exist between
General Motors and millions
of businesses such as Joe's
Machine Shop-
"In order to make people
aware of what small business
means to the country, you've
got to let people know what
you think and what you do and
don't like," Stasio said.
"Small businesspeople want
clean air, water, and work-
place safety. But they don't
want to be put out of business
to achieve these goals. They
don't have to if we do these
things with a degree of
reasonableness."
Stasio, who has served
under six administrations
over a period of 20 years, said.
"The best consumer
protection we can have is
small business competing
with small business. A vocal,
strong, competitive small
business is the seed bed of
democracy. But it takes guts
to be a leader. You've got to
let people know where you
stand, and make people aware




join forces, and be proud of the
fact that you are members of
the noblest group of in-
dividuals in the world: those
who strive to make a profit...
never be ashamed of the fact
that you are out to make
buck."
Group Insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky 8. Tenn.
Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273
Brown-Forman Distillers
($396 million), Humana ($371
million), Louisville Gad'. &
Electric ($269 million),
Kentucky Utilities ($261
million), American Air Filter
($256 million) and Jerrico
($188 million).
A complimentary copy of
The Kentucky 40 can be ob-
tained by writing The Wenz-
Neely Company, 1215 S. Third
St., Louisville, Ky., 40203.
The 1978 fiscal year for
Begley Drug Company, Rich-
mond, ended March 31, with
operating revenues, net in-
come and earnings reaching
an all time high. Sales of
$32,637,079 showed an increase
of $3,919,332 or 13.9 percent
over the previous year's
figure of 928,717,747. Net in-
come was up 33.9 percent of
$1,118,844, an increase of
$283,141 over the 1977 income
of $835,703. Earnings per
share increased $.57 per
common share to $2.03, a 39
percent increase over the $146
reported last year.
Cash dividends of 8.51 were
paid on each share of the
outstanding common stock
during the year. Twelve cents
was paid the first quarter, and
following a dividend increase,
thirteen cents was paid during
the 'second, third, and fourth
quarters.
It is a publicly held com-
pany with its stock traded in
the Over-the-Counter Market.







stated, "We feel that we can
offer our customers a very
flexible prefabrication
package with the Braden
system."
Cain was eager to add,
"With Dan's estimation
ability and Bills design ex-




of the Radio Shack electronics
store chain, reported that
sales of their U.S. Radio Shack
division climbed 19 percent to
$68,869,000 for May, up from
sales of $57,773,000 for May
1977.
Tandy's consolidated sales
for the month of May were
$83,175,000, an increase of 18
percent over" sales of
$70,410,000 for the samemonth
last year.
"Sales of Radio Shack's U.S.
stores which had been in
existence for over one year
were 11 percent above the
prior year's May, the
strongest gain of the year,"
according to Radio Shack
President Lewis Kornfeld.
Kornfeld went on to say that
"Unexpectedly strong CB
sales as well as the additional
sales of peripherals to the
company's TRS-8 0
Microcomputer System were
part of the reason for the sales
pickup."
A MURRAY COUPLE, Elsie and Charles (Boogie) Thurman, owners of the Thurman's
School of Dance, 1918 Coldwater Road, Murray, are pictured here with Bobby Burgess,
left, and Sissy King, second right, dancers with the Lawrence Welk television show, at
the Mid United States Tournament and Dance Championships held recently at the
Sheraton in Columbus, Ohio. The Thurmans have been teaching ballroom and disco
dancing for several years, and just recently opened their new School of Dance offering
lessons for all ages. Mrs. Thurman is the former Elsie Love, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter love, and Mr. Thurman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rudolph Thurman, St.,
of Murray. They have two sons, Craig and Ashley Thurman. The Grand opening is
being held today at the dance studio.
Small Businesses Urged To Speak Out
HILTON HEAD, SOUTH
CAROLINA - k federal
bureaucrat has urged small
business to speak out against
all levels of federal, state and
local bureaucracy which
interfere with our freedoms.
Anthony Stasio, deputy
assistant administrator of the
U. S. Small Business
Administration, told a group
of independent agents who sell
life insurame-that, "without
small businesspeople such as
yourselves, none of our
freedoms would exist." _
Speaking at a conference
hosted by the Kemper Life
Insurance Companies, Stasio
said, "everyone loves small
business. It is as American as
motherhood, apple pie, and
the little guy. But at the same




against in taxation, local rules
and regulations, and many
times caught short in the
money marketplace.
Stasio said small business Is
not vocal enough and does not
get involved as it should. Yet,
small business is the only
group in America that doesn't
ask the government for
anything except to be left
alone.
According to Stasio:
- small business puts the
FIREWORKS
Trailer Load Sala
2 Niles Iasi of
Pans Landing, TN.
Bridge ell IS. 711
Owl I cm to 1110.m.
1 Mors
Gel a Sam eir1 el Life
'S&
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1 Legal Notice
I, PATSY BOGARD, am
no longer responsible for
any debts other than my.









estates should be filed
with the fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.
James H. Blalock, dec'd,
311 N. 10th Street,
Murray, KY. 42071,
Margaret Blalock, 311
N. 10th Street, Murray,
KY., Executrix
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District
Court by Dan Hutson,
Administrator, of the
EA Jr 3E 31E
1 Legal Notice
estate of William J.
Gibson, Sr., deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
10. 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts had been filed
in the Calloway District
Court by Vermal
Wicker, Adrninistratrix,
of the estate of Patric
Wicker, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
10, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS tiently
I Nerve net- 5 Chinese pa-
wdrk godas
5 Hit lightly 6 Be ill -
8 Frolics ' 7 Holds chair
about of
12 Part of stove authority




15 Conduct 10 College 0ffi-
16 Beverage cial
17 Bellow 11 Withered
18 Follows 19 Babylonian
20 Calm deity
22 Sun god 21 Goddess of
23 Ireland discord
24 Speck 23 Prepares for
27 Thing added print
31 Macaw 24 Deface
32 Attempts 25 Anglo-Saion
13 Be in debt money
14 Protective 26 Scottish cap
barriers 27 Appre-





















f GOLLY! TkEY'RE -..1
..- 5L1RE RECALLING
A L.O'T OF THE NEW
, CARS BACK TO
,'DETROT
DOWN





Answer to Friday's Puzzle






























































II ill's MN.. •
53IllRRR
ilas
. key U.it.t Pti, 1eat.. r. 11$12
I legal Notice
Court by Allen Rose,
committee for Robert H.
Watson, incompetent.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
10, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk









Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frank-
fort, Kentucky until
10:00 A. M. Eastern
Daylight Time on the
7th day of July, 1978, at
which tirne bids will be
publicly opened and







(Ky. 2075) Road from
main street in Murray
(KY 94) to Chestnut
Street, a distance of
0.480 mile.
Calloway Co., RS 18-
93, The poor Farm
Road from KY 299 to
KY 783, a distance of
1.960 miles.
Calloway Co_RS 18-
693, The Gus Roberts
Road from KY 1550 to
the Hartisfield Road
CR 1269), a distance
of 1.200 miles.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies
all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure




terprieses will be af-
forded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this in-
vitation, and will not
be discriminated
against on the ground
of race, color or
national origin in con-
sideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be








for all projects will be
available at a cost of
$2 each and remit-











for all projects will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE I. Spe-
cimen Proposals can-




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking






;AK/unshed Co ch•ck the
first insertion of ads for
correction This
n•wspoper will be




MEDIA TEL Y SO PLEASE
CHECK YOUR AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
THE PHANTOM daily cook strip is emitted fres ?.m's comics became it his net been received from the feature syndicate.
The serial wig be restarted is soot as tie usetwiel is received.
PLOPS
TriANN YOU FO Z TEACAN6
ME ABOUT FISAIN6 TODAY,
5ALL4' „I 14AP FUN!
6000 61EF! NE'LL
NEVER SELi EVE A
STOW uKE "NAT !










































Care   7534612
Poison Cordial . •  753-7581
Senior Citizens . .  753-0919
Needline  753AUD








BIBLE FACTS INC. —
Jesus says in John 14:6
"I am the way, the
truth, and the life: no
man eometh unto the
Father, but by me."
Bible Services Satur-
days, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.





South 13th., Phone 753-
3128.
I Its A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping













plications can be ob-









Company Inc Air con-






5 Lost And Found
LAST: PAIR of glasses in







SIX MONTH OLD Trash


















Full time day shift
cook. Apply in person


















Part days end pert ttiglitts mod
alternate Sundays. Apply as
Minn's' in Murray,




my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
dg light housekeeping.






people, good typist with
bookkeeping knowledge.
Hours 8-5 five days per
week. Send resume in
own handwriting to Box


















Opening in Murray and
Hopkins:We area for trainee,
full , company benefits, in-
surance. retirement. Must













ACT NOW, be a Gateway
Home Decorator in your
area. No investment,




and Wednesdly, June 27
and 28, 10-12 and 1-5.
PHONE SOLICITORS
needed Saturday only,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 753-7861.
CALLOWAY COUNTY




for 1978-79 sehool year.
Applications can be













Aides, full or part-time,
all 'shifts. Apply An
person at West View
Nursing Home.
NEEDED GOOD licensed
plumber for repair and







needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,










Service Store, 12th and
Glendale, Murray, KY.
753-0595.





for a records clerk. This
apart-time position
With work hours




















$100 OR MORE weekly
mailing circulars. For
free details, D. L.
Buford, 4365 St. Charles
Ct., Paducah, KY 42001.




start ups. Any worth
while project con-
sidered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 10 p.m.
INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
5360 NET PER et
Put-tisu
Our latest program in
automatic merchandising
features the new pop-top hot
foods MI are national-known
brands such as Heinz,
Hormel. Chef Boy-Ar
Dee. etc All accounts are
secured by us in office
buildings. schools, industnal
plants and hosptials in your
area. We need reliable people
m your area to service these
accounts. Me provide 
leedriimes• yew wee. innstmeert
poor ..... , /*woody ismer kis
Irbelesele orillote ewe veer Ilertiwyloormrty porn 001 service. You
provide 5-10 hours your choice
weekly, serviceable
automobile, be ready to start






















14 Want To Buy
WANT TO Auy STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
WANT TO buy wkt-Gyal
Set. Call 136-2712 after
6:00.
WANTED FEATHER
beds and pillows, paying
top price; Call 753-7462.,
from 5-9 p.m.
15.Articles For Sale
S'KII. SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.96. model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
15. Articles For Sale
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.
SIX RICKS of wood and
wood stove complete,
6th house on left past
Doran Road on 94 West.
JOHN DEERE lawn
mower, 3 years old, self-
propelled, self-starter.
See Dewey Smother-
mon, Rt. 1, Hazel, KY.
No phone calls. - -
SHOWER DOORS and
tub enclosures Thornton











kinds, good plants that
were planted later.




1 Mile 0411 ea 94 East, Murray.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' —
4'112' at 50 cents per sA.
ft: Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.





Hodge 11. Son, Inc.
705 So 5th
FOR SALE, service pole,
200 amp., excellent









16.  Home Furnishings
THREE PILLOWED
coucb.aud chair for sale





beds; more used fur-




leather living room suit.
coffee table and end
tables. Also two extra
chairs. Pholie 753-8963.
MARBLE TOP dresser -
with mirror for sale. 100









wood top, $185. Twin
beds, caned head and
foot hoard, $50. Call 753-
1611.







. (Mini) dryer. Ideal for
trailer or small space,
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.or Sale




































































































Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
FOR SALE, International
315 combine. Call 435-
4305.
NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.






place points and bolts to
fit all cultivators.
Vinsen Tractor Co., 753- •
4892.
THE UNDERSIGNED
will sell at public sale
for cash a 1973 Inter-
national tractor, Serial
No. 033526 at 2 p.m.,
June 29, 1978, at Taylor
Motor, 303 S. 4th Street,
Murray, Ky. The un-
dersigned reserves the




tractor and all equip-












motor with power, tilt,






$750 or best offer. 435-
4363.
1977 SUMMERSET ski
boat, 161/2 ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude.
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647.
20 Sports Equipment
15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
CRUISING SAILBOAT,
21' Luger, Holsclaw





Marine and Auto. Bob
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 767-
4386 or 759-1161.
1975 CHALLENGER Bass






fully equipped, 65 hp
Mercury, M&M custom
trailer. 753-2316 after 5
p.m.
1971 16' BOAT, 75 hor-
sepower Johnson motor
and trailer, all in good
condition, $800. Call 436-
5548.
FOR SALE, 15' 5"
fiberglass boat with
deep and wide body,
$100. Call 436-5857.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 151/2'




LOWRY ORGAN G88, 2
keyboard. Like new.





from Irving Cobb Hotel.
Phone 443-3879. Shop if
you like, but check our
















Hooks Tires, Wheels & Accessories
410 North 4th Street
••••••••
ATTENTION
New building soon to be under construction, in
prime locatio# with OFFICE and RETAIL space
available for lasing. Ifinterested call...
753-7618 after 5:00
B&J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.




Sr•ninal a niorvt thoinetiii•
Hill of Fore- .
A very unique breakfast menu, •
20 different sandwiches, choke
  steaks, dinners, seafood, the
  biggest chef salads anywhere,
20 ariet es of fine imported tea
plus mans other great things
to go overboard for ,
_ _ .
THE ROSTON TEA PARTY
US 641 North-
Murray, Ky.
6 A %III ,44/441-41HAtfibt rttftt 1iltliNIP0%
6A94 Ill. 911ONN.HT FRIDA1 AND SATIRDAI




WANT TO RID your
home of all insects
paermanently? Money
back guaranteed. Call 1-
901-479-2132.
26 TV Radio
DO NOT BE mislead, we
will meet any local price
on Zenith products.
Your Zenith dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker TV




stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's




lowest prices and 1 year
free service on all color
TV's. Shop around, then
come see Sisson Zenith,
19 miles west of Murray,
on Hwy. 94. 382-2171.
-78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005-.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
71' ARMOUR DOUBLE
wide trailer for sale. 759-




room. Call 753-1683 or
759-1635.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TRAILER TO RENT,









Hazel at 504 N. 4th








753-6869 or write P. 0.
Box 32G, Murray, KY
42071.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
3 bedroom house. Call
753-3861.

























central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
32 Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING new 2
bedroom duplex
apartment, central heat
and air and carpeting.
Call 7534067.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man_
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
34 Houses For Rent
EFFICIENT TWO
bedroom house, fur-





per month. Phone 1-901-
642-7220.
PANAROMA SHORES-
Lake front home for
lease. 3 bedroom-2
baths. Owner looking for
mature couple only. $300
per month. Phone 436-
5479.
FIVE ROOM house for
retired couple for rent.
No pets. Call 753-7449.







COWS WITH calves for
sale. See Charles




Bucks and four Does.







pets. Call 642-6742 or 782-
3732.
FOR SALE, miniature







eared, black and tan
female, 8 months old.
Dual registered with A.
K. C. and U. K. C.
Champion Bloodline.
Perfect for' hunting this
fall. Must sell, moving.




females, $100 each. 21/2
months old. Call 753-
6005.
ENGLISH SE rrn.R, 51/2
years old, good haRter,
best offer, 753-8432
39. Poultry Supplies
35 LAYING HENS, $1 a
piece. 753-4418 after 8
p.m.
40 Produce
FOR SALE, June apples,
You pick 'em, $3.50 per
bushel. Call 753-3536.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, June 21 and
27. Baby things and lots
more. 1 m ile off 94 East
on Hwy. 497.
MOVING SALE -




hand tools, clothes, lots










Two desks, 4' c 8' Mirrors, filing cabinet, Karate
Equipment, lockers, neon sign, display cases. hinny
unusual items.




home. This is located in









has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,





Lake. Home has at-
tractive kitchen-den
combination, lovely
fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at
only $14,500. Don't delay


















for $125 per month.
Make an offer. Fulton
Young Realty, Inc.









near Oaks Country Club,









NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older Mine












locateel in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a







unci. lefts Sh•PPing Cm"'
FRESH ON THE
MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping.. living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms, economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone





Insurance & Real Estate




THERAPN ..Cure „ for
those city Plahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with firepace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged





With The F erut4 Toth h













Country atmosphare yet owly
annotos from town! Three SR
brick with adjoining woods.
Real backyard. Carpet over
hardwood in living room and
hall. Large Li a Master Si.
Tile bath. Immediate
posses:Ma. Only $34,500.
Country living only 3 miles
front Murray. Located on
Coles Camp Rd., this 4 or 5
bedroom, 2 Meth home has
central hart and air. Plenty of
room for growing firmly, good
garden moo, 1 acre lot. Has
plenty of shod*, redwood
deck.
753-3243 Anytime
IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot.. .2 bedroom
frame recently
-redecorated and just
7 looking for new









DREAM - Get ready to
move into one of
Murray's :sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has three




heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom f2r something
extra. Itsgould be our
pleasure to show this





R LAL T URS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine.. .Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and




With The Fnendly Touch'
641 N. -Only 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath, B. V., situated on
3 acres. Central elec-







Estate, 105 N. 12th.
_INEMIIIN111111111111"
LOVELY AND UNIQUE
home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of
Murray. Home has




Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this op-
portunity pass you buy.









With The Fnendly Tooth"
Cure Your
Claustrophobia. By
living in this 3
bedroom house on 4
acres in the Kirksey









ors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large rot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
OhioValleyRealEshde
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
Wont to live like Royalty
on o Commoner's Budget'
Put MARBLE in that bathroom.
It's fit for a king and ss ill make her feel
like a queen.
Even if you never have the title, you CAN
hove the MARBLE. You'll find it at
Thornton Tile
81 Marble
-Quality that will Please'
612 South Ninth 753 S719
SOLAR BUILDER? Two,
2 acres of all day
southern exposure,
$3000. West on Hwy 464,




SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling why




from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
FOR SALE, two good
dwellings on 5 acres
about 31/2 miles south on
641. Will sell together or




ALL YOU could ask for in





carport plus 20x12 block
building with utility
service all on a nice lot.
Near East School and








listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre mini-
farm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call





four bedroom, 21/2 bath
home on Main Street
with lot 360 feet deep.




fireplace with gas logs,




10 closets. This home is
sure to be a pleasant
surprise! Let us show it







901 Sycamore Murray, Ky
44. lots For Sale
TWO Lars for sale at
Cypress Cove. 170 a 100
ft. deep. Contact Mr. W.
F. Moreland, Marion,
Ky., 502-965, 2911,
LOT NO. 121 at Anderson
Shores. Lot is 75 ft. wide
by 150 ft. deep. Contact
Dr. J. L. Keller, 204 S.
Mill Street, Pin-






Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Hair cut 41.50 Price Shave 81.25
Call 753-3685..
NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE
Large year-around home in wooded setting. Ap-
proximately 2700 square feet of living area in this
impressive home with walk-out basement. Cen-
tral heat and air, 2 fireplaces with heatolator, ex-
tra 2 car-garage with boat shed and workshop,
large screened back porch and quality con-
struction throughout.
Ph. 1531222
Bill Rayburn 759.4900 Merry Patterson 492 1302









Only 3 Left To Sell
At invoice price plus Frieght
We&ie moving to a newlocation
soon and we 'Don't want to move
these!
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center Phone 753-5865
-nat
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46 Homes For Sale
III LAKE LOTS on Blood
River Bay. All near
waterfront, 100 x 200.
power line, running
water, school bus and
mail route. $3000 each.
10 per cent down."" Call
436-2427.
45 Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE. 47
acres, 40 acres now in
beans. Excellent
location near Benton on
Mayfield Hwy. Phone
527-6374 or 753-3976.
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE -
located on nice street in
Murray, 2 bedroom,








FOR SALE home on
Kentucky Lake at Pine
Bluff, 2 bedroom. 1'2
bath. 1 1--2 car garage
furnished, must be seen,
$47,500 firm. 436-2495.
THREE BEDROOM,
central heat and air,
located in East Y sub-
division. Call 753-9775
before 3 p.m. and 759-
4778 after 5:30 p.m.





two baths, formal living
area, large den with
circular fireplace,
kitchen-dining com-
bination, central air and
heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
753-2452.
HOUSE FOR SALE 87
owner. 3 bedroom, 1 %
baths, living room, dia
with dining area, kit-
chen with built-in stove,
utility room. Fenced
back yard with tool shed




1473 750 HONDA excellent
condition, must sell. Call
753-8612 or 437-4529.




PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden











some work to be done on
114 lot at 607 Sycamore.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
3-1xs, CARPETED,





CB, 400 Super Sport, 4
cycle, low mileage. with
extras, $1295. Days call
753-5688 or 753-4591.
1978 YAMAHA 400, like
new condition, $1000.
Call 436-2261.
1968 CL 175 Honda, very
good condition. Call 489-
2348.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
4.36-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply. $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
. $35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1977 OLDS, Custom-
Cruiser Station Wagon.
All power, sharp. Call
Mayfield, 247-4293 after
• 5 p.m.
trOtt SALE 1973 Datsun
610 wagon with factory
air, AM W-tape. Low
mileage. $1795. Call 753-
0011 after 5 p.m.
1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle. 2 new





brown vinyl top, all




condition, $850 or best..
offer . Call 753-0212
before 4 and 436-5412
after 5.
ibivtokerRaub CLASSIFIED AD







engine. Very clean. $995.
1803 College Farm Rd.
1958 DODGE pick-up
truck. Runs fine. Will
take $125 or best offer
Call 753-6605.
FOR SALE
1974 Mustang II. One
owner, 32,000 miles,
automatic, no air, ex-
tra clean with new
tires.
Call 753-5108
After 6:00 P. M.
"INCREASE THE PAIN KILLER1971 FORD MAVERICK 




sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,






steering. 5100 miles. 642-
9284 days, 642-6294
nights.
1975 DODGE Club Cab,
air and power, 437-4846
FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile Royale, power




blue, 4 door, excellent
condition, air, power
steering and brakes,
good looking. Call 767-
4302 or 753-6666.
1971 GMC pickup, long
wheel base, good con-
dition. Call 753-1208.





$3100. Call 435-4383 after
6 p.m.
FOR SALE, '67 . Ford
pickup, new tires, ex-
cellent condition, has CB
and FM converter (also
to sell) Craig CB new
(CB, $150 ) (Truck,
$700). Call 1-901-247-3992.
1965 CORVETTE
Roadster, 327, 4 speed,
nice. Call 753-6469.
19* TORINO WAGON,
low mileage, like new,
excellent condition,
$1295. Will trade and
guarantee. 1803 College
Farm Road.
49 Used Cars S. Trucks
FOR SALE - 1976 280Z,
good condition. Call 442-
2426.
1912 PICKUP, half-ton




Call 753-2266 or 759-4683.





1972 OLDS Delta 88, 4-
door, hard top, has AM-




WANT SOMEONE to take
over payments on 1973
Buick La_ Sabre. good
condition. 436-2628.
1972 DODGE DART, 4
door, 6 cylinder,
automatic,. $450. 1968
Chevrolet 2 deer; $295.
High mIleage cars but
good transportation.
Call 489-2595.
1976 EL CAMINO SS,
automatic with air and
all power, low mileage,
$4800. Call 753-0159 after
5 p.m.
1976 PINTO, call 435-4454
after 5 p.m.
1971 SEDAN de Ville, new
radials, needs engine
work. $500. Call 759-1331.
1989 FORD, $300. Phone
753-9629 after 6:30.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-












1:00 to 4:00 P.M.





3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 story, gambrel 3 Bedroom, 11/2 bath:-brick. energy 2 Bedrooms, 2 baths. 2 fireplaces, 2
roof, with fireplace $47,000 efficient fireplace, $57,000 stories, $32,900
G. host ern 94 lit .uiIS pee teaser's Gt...
Awes 12 a& fro Merroy, left at curve
(Pawnees' seamen) wards for arm
NEW 1978 3'4 ten heavy
duty Chevy van. V-8,
automatic, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner, radio, and
many other extras, 500
miles. Phone 753-2571 or
753-1798.
FOR SALE, 1965 Chevy,
$100 Call 753-7271
FOR SALE or trade, 1969
Ford Pick-Up. Call 753-
7271 or 759-4196:
1965 CHEVROLET truck
with 1975 427 motor. 32'
log trailer, good con-
dition. $4500. Call 489-
2334.
1976 COBRA II Mustang,




1974 LTD Country Squire
Station Wagon. All
power and air. In extra
good condition with new





dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.










Double sink, 3 burner






FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
















roofs sealed. Call Jack









tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-58138.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.















Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
A TO Z Construction
home building and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No job too big







ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









6471 after 4 p.m.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson







1978 Cordoba  
each




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,





BUT A LOT ...
On beautiful Lake Barkely, five minutes by boat
from Barkley Lodge. One of the most unique and
scenic locations anywhere from this Panoramic
peninsula. Choice waterfront lots available at









kinds, good plants that
were planted later.
25' for 1 plants.
3 Geraniums for 'I.
Hoffman's
Nursery








No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





siding by Alcoa. Free
'gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and













Small ( 20"x30" ) $25.
Medium (24"x36" ) $31,
Large (30"x36") $37, X
Large (36" square) $45
Made on order, down
payment required
Contact Gerald
Waldrop, 1624 Olive. or
phone 753-1712.
EXPERIENCED MAN










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will 'do
plumbing, heating,






monthly, or 1 time
cleaning. For free
estimates, call 753-0259.







week old kittens, Otter •
box trained. 753-0861.
'REE KITTENS, grey





of Our New Offices
At '-
905 Sycamore
and invite you to come visit us and have a cup of
coffee.
THRIVING BUSINESS
TRENHOLM'S Restaurant doing a very good
business. Building and equipment included in
sale. This is a real opportunity to step into a
going business. Financing availble. Call us for
details.
TRY THIS FOR SIZE
This extra large home is on 641 South and has
acre lot. There are 3 bedrooms, 12 x 17, 10 x 16
and 19 x 24. Home has central heat and air, 2
baths, wall to wall carpet, 14 x 26 living room, 12
x 15 dining room. On well landscaped lot and has
deep well, 2 large storage buildings, 15 fruit
trees, grape arbor, strawberries, blackberries
and a vegetable garden. True country living with
all the extras.
ON BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD
This trailer has been built onto and looks just like
a house. Needs finishing. 2 Acres of land, com-
munity water, gas heat. Has 4 bedrooms, 11.2
baths. Just the thing for a do it yourself person.
119,500.
CYPRESS SPRINGS
15 Acres of wooded land just 3/10 mile from the
lake. Has several good building sites. On the
blacktop. Suitable for developing.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Metal building 40 x 88 on Sunbury Circle Com-
mercial development. In really good condition.
plenty of parking and priced to sell.
BE INDEPENDENT ,
Here you can have a comfortable 2 bedroom
home with 14 acre lot and 2 rental trailers, deep
well. This place is neat as a pin and has several
varieties of fruit trees, strawberry patch, black-
berries, raspberries, grape arbor and a good
garden. You must see this. Located at Cherry
Corner.
AURORA AREA
Lovely 3 bedroom white brick home with garage,
central heat and air, fireplace. A 14 x 24 shop
building. Home is carpeted and has range and
dishwasher. This is a nice comfortable home
away from the hustle and bustle.
ROOMY FAMILY HOME
With 2 acre lot on Les Todd Rd. A large 4
bedroom brick split level with double garage, 3
baths, central heat and air, formal dining room,
carpet, thermopane windows. You can get away
from the kids in this home.
NEAR UNIVERSITY
Modern brick 3 bedroom 2 bath home at 109 N.
13th. Completely redecorated inside and out. A
beautiful new bath, new carpet. Large family
room with fireplace.
CHOICE LOCATION
At 1606 Wiswell Road is this large 2 story, 4
bedroom brick home with 2 baths. Has double
garage, central heat and 4ir, fireplace, large
family room and on an acrellot. Possession with
deed. In the county but all city conveniences.
REDUCED
Lake cottage reduced to $16,000. 2 bedroom,
large great room with fireplace, bath, large red-
wood deck, beautiful carpet. Located on 2 lots in
Center Ridge Subdivision. Owner will finance.
NEW AND LUXURIOUS
New 3 bedroom homes, Western cedar, fireplace
in den, living room, 2 baths, double garage, large
deck, carpet, central heat and air, 1 block off
water. These homes are located in Cedarling
Hills Subdivision and are about ready to move in.
You just have to see them to realize how nice
they are.
HERE IS LUXURY
Large Home on two water front lots in Cedarling
Hills, extremely ,nice in side and out, has 3
preplaces, 2 baths, central heat and air,
professionally decorated, large deck on water-
side. All appliances go with house. Price for less
than replacement cost. If you are in the market
for a fine place like this give us a call and take a
look. You will be glad you did. Price $110,000.
LOTS
We have lots at Haywood Vida, Cedarling Hills,
Rockcastle Shores and Westwood Subdivision


















































































510 Sycamore Louise Baker 753-2409
T. C. Collie 7L3-5122
Aememer
